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JMU student arrested after
abandoned infant found dead
**

Freshman nursing major and boyfriend allegedly left baby at Delaware^^
construction site; each being held without bail in separate jails ^^^' a#
BY JEN BONDS

news editor
A JMU nursing student was
arrested Friday in Harrisonburg
after she allegedly left her now
deceased newborn in a portable
toilet at a rural Delaware construction site.
Freshman Abigail Caliboso,
19, of Woodbridge, is being

Sunday, March 26
Caliboso and Ocampo
reportedly deliver baby In
Fairfax motal room

charged as a fugitive by the Harrisonburg Police Department,
and with manslaughter and second-degree conspiracy by
Delaware State Police. Also
charged was Chantilly resident
Jose Ocampo, 18, Caliboso's
boyfriend and alleged father of
the baby, Delaware State Police
said.
According to Delaware Police

Sunday, March 26 3-6 p.m.

spokesman Cpl. Walter Newton,
Caliboso and Ocampo rented a
motel room in Fairfax County on
March 26, where Caliboso
allegedly gave birth to a baby.
Later that day, the couple
reportedly drove north on Interstate 95 to Delaware. They exited
the interstate and found the
remote construction site in Bear,
where they allegedly left the

infant and drove back to Virginia.
According to Delaware
police, staff members from Rockingham Memorial Hospital treated Caliboso for post-delivery
complications. When medical
staff couldn't account for the
child, they contacted Harrisonburg Police.
Harrisonburg detectives inter-

Monday, March 27 6:45 a.m.

Thursday, April 6

Construction worker finds
baby; paramedics pronounce
the baby dead at the scene

Caliboso seeks care at
I for post delivery complications;
staff contacts police after child cannot be
accounted for

Couple reportedly drives
to Delaware and leaves
baby In a portable toilet at a
construction site

\0

viewed Caliboso
Caliboso.)ancLdg^rmined
that there were siibsErnti.il similarities between her newborn
and the infant found in
Delaware. She was discharged
from the hospital after the arrest,
and is now being held without
bail in Rockingham County Jail.
Ocampo was arrested at his

I

*r STUDENT, page 9

Friday.

fp£L

Caliboso arrested at RMH;
Ocampo arrested at home
In Chantilly

Groups struggle to
secure field space
BY KATIE LEWIS

contributing writer
Several clubs and organizations have
run into difficulties reserving facilities for
events on campus.
Godwin Hall, Godwin field and Hillside field are among the most difficult
areas to schedule for activities because of
overcrowded bookings.
Student Government Association President Austin Adams and Sheila Moorman, athletic facilities and events coordinator, along with Chris Stup, University
Program Board coordinator, and Katie
Morrow, coordinator of student organization services and clubs, met last October

Dressing Up
■ The latest Zirkle House exhibit
includes silk and style. What more to
life is there?
Page 19

to devise a plan for clubs and organizations to reserve facilities.
SGA and the athletics department
have been ineffective in communicating
job repsonsibilities, Athletic Director Jeff
Bourne said.
Adams said several organizations
couldn't their events as planned this
spring because Moorman denied the
requests he made. Adams said despite his
efforts to grant the groups their requests,
Moorman continually turns them down.
Many groups, including Raising
Awareness for Conscious Evolution
(RACE), Campus Crusade for Christ, the
see SGA, page 9

AI.EX VESSELS/seniorphotographer
Dancing in the Street: MACRoCk-goers spill into the street outside the Artful
Dodger in between bands on Friday night.

Greeks vs. Indies

A Collage of Music

The Greek and Independent teams took over
Godwin gym Saturday for the first annual
Intramural Basketball game. Organizers hope
this is the first of many. Page 29

MACRoCk, a weekend full of bands, bars
and concert-goers who didn't let the rain
stop them is captured in a series of pictures. Pages 20-21

|l.'U'.'Hl
Red Scare
Author and radio broadcaster
Bill Mandel speaks about his
controversial past to a MACK
RoCk audience.Page 3
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
MONDAY, APRIL 10
Nancy Powell Hardaway Speaker Series:
'This is Your Life," 7 p.m., Harnsonburg
High School auditorium, featuring
Barbara Storper, Michael Dorval
and Julie Perkins
• Talent show practice, sponsored
by Students for Minority Outreach,
8 to 10 p.m., Taylor 402
• Progressive Coalition meeting, 9 p.m., Taylor 404, e-mail
Stephanie at markssl

TUESDAY,
■ PRIL11
• Breakdancing Club, 6:30 to 8
p.m., Godwin raquetball courts

• Campus Assault Response, 6:15 to 7:15 p.m., Maury 204,
call Carolyn at 438-3088

M

In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Driving While Under the
Influence
• Shawn J. Tibbetts, 19, of
Chesapeake, was arrested and

Brown bag lunch

3

Leadership celebration

5

Virtual heart presentation

7

OPINION

• Transfer Student Organization meeting, 8 to 9 p.m., Roop
G26, call Brian at 433-6692

House Editorial:
Our generation does have a voice

12

• Yoga Club, 6 p.m., Taylor 309, e-mail Kai at safranka

Spotlight: What is the craziest
dream you have ever had?

12

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12

Darts & Pats

• Animal Rights Coalition, 8 p.m., Taylor 309, call Stephanie at
438-8314

TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT: E-mail Richard at The Breeze at
saksharh with the information (event, date, location, contact into, etc ) Please
submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for a Thursday issue.

WEATHER

A campus police officer
teportedly observed a black Acura
drive up the Village sidewalk on
April 7 at 12 a.m. The officer
pursued the vehicle.
The two occupants stopped the
vehicle, but then abandoned it and
ran, one toward Chappelear Hall
and the other toward Hanson Hall.
The vehicle had two different
license plates front and back, but
both had been issued to that Acura,
which is registered to a woman from
northern Virginia.
There is a male student
registered at JMU from the same
address, with no local address
available.

3

• Circle K meeting, 6:15 p.m., Taylor 306, call Jenny at x4727
or Lauren at x5722

POLICE LOG
ELISSA FORREST
police reporter

MACRoCk speaker

R^^II

charged with driving while under the
influence of alcohol on April 6 at
2:11 a.m. next to the Convocation
Center B-lot on University
Boulevard.
Campus police reportedly
observed the subject speeding on
University Boulevard and pulled him
over.
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"King Lear"
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INFORMATION
The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings
and distributed throughout James Madison University and
the local Harrisonburg community. Comments and complaints should be addressed to Gina Montefusco. editor.
Mailing address:
The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
James Madison University
Harnsonburg. Virginia 22807
Phone: (540) 568-6127
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Photo/Graphics: x6749
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LOCATION
The Breeze is located in
the lower level of
Anthony-Seeger Hall

Bookkeeper
Susan Shifftett. x8089
Receptionist
Angie McWhorter

CORRECTION
The LB&J Limited ad
that ran on page 48 in
the April 6 issue of The
Breeze incorrectly stated that students who
signed a lease before
spring break woufd get
$50 cash back.
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"To the press alone, chequered as it is with '
abuses, the world is indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason ■
and humanity over error and oppression."
— James Madison
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MARKET WATCH

see POLICE LOG page 7
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Today
High 59 Low 40

Underaged Possession of
Alcohol
• Shawn J. Tibbetts, 19, of
Chesapeake, was arrested and
charged with underaged possession
of alcohol and possession of a false
operator's license on April 6 at 2:11
a.m. on University Boulevard.
• Erin M. Lally, 18, of Woodbridge,
was arrested and charged with
underaged possession of alcohol on
April 7 at 2 a.m. on the corner of
University Boulevard and Driver
Drive.

Lessons for the lovelorn and
victims of B.OBIT,
by Dan Maurer
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"... I took McCarthy's testicles
and shoved them down his throat."

i- Virtual heart model
Visiting NYU professor
describes his invention.
Page 7

WILLIAM MANDEL

author
see slor\' below

'Radio Makes History' lecture at MACRoCk
BY TAR A HAFER

Mandel began the talk by expressing his
surprise with the turnout for his lecture.
More than 30 students from several
"I'm flattered that anyone of this generuniversities gathered in Taylor Hall on ation would be interested in this materiSaturday for a lecture.
al," Mandel said.
William Mandel, the author of "Saying
Mandel described his first involvement
No to Power," was blacklisted as a sus- with activism, an anti-ROTC demonstration
pected Commmunist in the 1940s due to during his first year at City College of New
his occupation as a published scholar of York (CCNY) in New York at the age of 15.
Soviet Studies at the Hoover Institution Mandel was expelled from CCNY in 1933
at Stanford University. He gave a lecture because of this demonstration and never
on how "Radio Makes History" as part returned to the college.
"I refused to apologize to [the CCNY
of MACRoCk.
administrators], and
was therefore never
readmitted," Mandel
said.
Mandel said that
after becoming a
research assistant at
the American Russian
Institute in New York
and publishing two
books, he was invited
to post-doctoral fellowship at Stanford's
Hoover Institution in
1947.
After participating
MADELINE BROOKSIamlribiiiing photographer in several demonstraMandel described being blacklisted as a suspected Communist. tions, Mandel was
staff writer

called before the U.S. Senate Internal Security Committee in 1952 and the U.S. Senate
McCarthy Committee in 1953 as an
accused Communist. Angered by the accusations, Mandel called it a "witchhunt."
"To put it in a light way, 1 took
McCarthy's testicles and shoved them
down his throat," Mandel said.
Mandel said that shortly after his testimony to McCarthy, he was asked to
broadcast a program on Soviet Science for
KPFA radio, the founding station for the
Pacifica radio network.
"My program became the most popular
program on the station," Mandel said.
Mandel also had a television program
on San Francisco's KQED at the same time.
Mandel said a few years after the start
of his television and radio programs, he
and 40 other Americans were called
before the U.S. House Committee on UnAmerican Activities. Mandel, the only
media member called to testify, and others
were asked if they had any affiliation with
the Communist party.
Mandel played a tape of this testimony during his lecture. The testimony
included phrases that he used such as,
"If you think 1 will cooperate with you
in any way you are insane," and "I want
the fullest amount of publicity on this

Professor describes
Chinese instruments
BY STACY SMITH

contributing writer
A Fulbright scholar shared his unique
learning experience at Hong Kong Baptist
University with the gathered group of students and instructors in Hillcrest.
Professor of Composition John Hilliard
gave an informal talk on April 5 in the last
of the Brown Bag Lecture Series.
Hilliard started the lecture by saying,
"I'm not an authority, I'm just going to do
a show and tell."
Along with a stack of CDs to play for the
audience, Hilliard revealed a small collection of traditional Chinese instruments that
originated centuries ago. He has an extensive knowledge and interest in traditional
Chinese instruments.
Hilliard introduced the pipa, a
stringed instrument that has the physical
characteristics of a lute and produces a
sound similar to a guitar's.
Hilliard also displayed the cheng and
the erhu instruments. The cheng, which
can be traced back 4,000 years, is considered a precursor to all Western pipe
organs. The erhu is a stringed instrument
similar to the Chinese violin that features a
sounding box with snakeskin covering.
The bow and bow hair are threaded
between the strings of the instrument,
unlike a Western fiddle in which the bow
is placed on top of the strings.
After showing instruments to the audi'

ence and demonstrating the sound they
produce, Hilliard played excerpts from
CDs he purchased in Hong Kong. The first
sample, "The Old Monk Sweeping the Buddhist Temple," described the step-by-step
motion of a man sweeping.
The second sample was of erhu music,
which "has a definite sound similar to the
human voice," Hilliard said.
In addition to the distinctive sounds that
each traditional instrument produces, each
note has a highly descriptive name such as
"yellow bell." Assigning names to each note
gives them "a stronger connection to existence," Hilliard said.
Steve Wanna, a second-year graduate
student in composition, found this segment of the lecture particularly engaging. "That is the way acoustics actually
exist in nature, which is pretty neat,"
Wanna said.
Interesting connections have been made
in traditional Chinese music. For instance,
the yang qin, a hammer dulcimer, "doesn't
sound much different from Celtic music,"
Hilliard said. "The only difference is the
versification that we don't get with Chinese music."
While at Hong Kong Baptist University,
Hilliard taught 30 students. Each played
traditional Chinese instruments. "Part of
the experience for me was teaching students on instruments that I had no knowledge of whatsoever," Hilliard said.

committee's activities."
After his testimony, the contract with
his television program ran out and was
never renewed. But he reamained with
KI'FA radio for 37 more years.
Mandel said he was impressed with the
number of progressive groups at JMU.
"There are over 900 JMU students
involved in progressive groups," Mandel
said. "I wrote my (new) book for this generation, I want to equip this generation
with information from mine."
Mandel said he thinks radio is a wonderful medium for expression. "I hope that
■ill students can have the opportunity to be a
part of the same type of radio that 1 have
experienced," Mandel said.
Virginia Commonwealth University student Lauren Healy said she found Mandel's topic to be a very interesting one.
"Anything having to do with radio or
media interests me, so this was pretty
exciting," Healy said.
MACRoCk committee member senior
Cas Richardson invited Mandel to JMU
earlier in the year and thought he would
be a great addition to MACroCk.
"1 wanted someone to offer something
other than music to MACRoCk," Richardson said. "I think this generation is apathetic to social and political issues."

Breakin' at
'Circles'

PHOTO COURTESY OF CYPRIAN MENDL1US

The Breakdancing Club hosted their first-ever "Circles" convention this weekend.
Here, Colin Carpenter windmills for JMU in the breakdancing competition.
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Leaders get their'ticket to the stars'
BY SHANNON CARTER

contributing writer

Sporting sleek dresses, threepiece suits and even a few tuxes,
students, family, faculty and staff
gathered last Wednesday in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre to celebrate JMU's finest leaders at the
fourth annual Leadership
Celebration.
This year's theme, "A Ticket to
the Stars," was evident in silver
stars lining Grafton-Stovall's
lobby and stage. Twelve awards
were presented throughout the
night, including two new awards,
Outstanding New Program and
the Hall Faculty Award.
After an introduction by Katie
Morrow, coordinator of student
organization services and clubs,
and a welcome from JMU President Linwood Rose, the presentations commenced. Award readers, comprised of student, faculty
and staff, selected winners.
This year's Mistresses of Ceremonies were seniors Kim Bell
and Jill Santora. Bell and Santora
presented the first award for
Outstanding Educational Program, which honors a program
that made a positive impact to
JMU or the surrounding community. The JMU Flute Club won
for its Flute Fling program.
Next came the Outstanding
New Program award, which
Alpha Sigma Tau earned for its
AIDS Walk program.
The Outstanding Fundraising/Service Project honor went
to Sigma Nu for its Hoops for
Kids program.
For its Celebracion Latina,
Club Latino claimed the Outstanding Entertainment Program award.
Next, William Hall, a retired
JMU psychology professor, presented the Hall Faculty award.
This award is given to a faculty
member who has demonstrated
an exceptional commitment to
student learning outside the classroom. It was awarded to psychology professor Eileen Nelson.
Rick Hill, coordinator of Interfaith Campus Ministries, was

SHANNON CARJERJamlrilmliiiK pholoKrai>her

The all-female a cappella group Note-Oriety performs at the fourth annual Leadership Celebration
Wednesday at Grafton-Stovall Theatre. Students, faculty and staff were honored at the event.

presented with the Bluestone
Award for Outstanding Adviser,
formerly known as the Outstanding Adviser Award.
The Student Community Service Award, honoring a student's
impact on an organization or
community through service went
to both junior Bryan Goulty and
senior Kathleen Houser.
"The Student Community

Service Award was an honor to
win," Goulty said. "However the
success I have experienced is the
fruition of many students' hard
work and dedication to the community. I was extremely
impressed with the time and
devotion put into the awards ceremony by SOS (Student Organization Services)."
The Taylor Award is for a

Outstanding Education Program
JMU Flute Club
Outstanding New Program
AIDS walk (AST)
Outstanding Fundraising/Service Project
Hoops lor Kids (Sigma Nu )
Outstanding Entertainment Program
Celebracion Latina (Club Latino)
Hall Faculty Award
Psychology professor Eileen Nelson
Bluestone Award (Outstanding Advisor)
Rick Hill (Interfaith Campus Ministries)

student with a positive influence
on peers, faculty and staff, and
who delegates, communicates
and empowers his or her organs
zation members. It was awarded
to senior Jack Neill for his work
with Community Service Learning.
Seniors Austin Adams and
Tracy Lambert were the recipients
of the Carrier Award. This award

Student Community Service Award
Bryan Goulty & Kathleen Houser
Taylor Award
Jack Neill
Carrier Award
Austin Adams & Tracy Lambert
Burruss Award
Campus Assault ResponsE (CARE)
Outstanding Student Organization Award
Student Ambassadors (front-end
budgeted) & Habitat for Humanity
(Nonfront-end budgeted)

°w
—
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celebrates student leaders actively
involved in organizations on campus who positively contribute to
the community.
"This award culminates what
has been the best four years of my
life," Adams said. "1 know no one
will cherish the Carrier Award
more than 1 do. I just hope that 1
can do such an award justice."
Lambert said, "JMU has such
a strong legacy of student leadership and involvement. The
precedents set by the leaders
before us make it easy to carry
out the tradition. I'm thrilled to
have received the award."
The Burruss Award followed,
presented by University Program
Board Coordinator Chris Stup.
Campus Assault ResponE,
(CARE), won for its "Rape is Not
Sex" program.
The evening's final presentations were the Outstanding Student Organization Awards. Student Ambassadors received the
award for front-end budgeted
groups and Habitat for Humanity for the non front-end budgeted groups.
Throughout the evening there
was a variety of entertainment.
Peers Reaching Others through
Motion performed a spirited routine incorporating dance and aerobics. P.R.O Motion is a group of
UREC aerobics instructors who
promote wellness education to
others through motion.
A cappella groups The Overtones and Note-Oriety charmed
the audience while the Breakdancing Club performed a flexible, energetic act. The event concluded with a reception in PC
Ballroom that included music
from the Mark Whetzel Quartet.
"Any member of the JMU
community, [including] faculty,
staff or students, is encouraged
to nominate individuals, programs or organizations for the
awards," Morrow said.
Nomination packets were
given to clubs, organizations and
advisers and could be found in
the student organization services
office or on their Web site in

SCOM students talk about job searching
BY KARA FITZPATRICK

contributing writer

About 15 speech communication
majors attended the Job Search Roundtable on Wednesday evening to get advice
from their professors about finding a job.
Some of the topics discussed included
resumes, successfully completing an interview and general rules to follow when on
a job search.
The roundtable was organized by the
SCOM Student Adivisory Committee. Jessica Shorter, a member of the committee,
said that events like the roundtable are
extremely helpful for SCOM majors
because it is sometimes difficult for them

to find a job.
She said the program was good
because it alleviated some fears she had
about getting a job. "The program gets
faculty to show us we can make ourselves
more marketable," Shorter said.
About eight SCOM professors collaborated to address students' qualms about
jumping into the job market.
"I don't want you to think that you
know now, or will ever know, what it is
you really want to be for the rest of your
life," SCOM assistant professor Michael
Smilowitz said to the students. "I still
don't know what I want to be when I
grow up. I tell you this because I want you

to realize that this first job is not the rest of
your life."
The professors said the first job students get will usually only last for a couple of years.
They said networking is key to finding
an ideal job. Students who talk to people
about careers and job opportunities and
carry around a business card are more
likely to Ian.! a good job.
Another hot topic at the roundtable was
how to conduct a successful interview.
"Don't look at the interview as a
one-way street," SCOM assistant professor Deborah Gaut said. "Don't let
that opportunity pass you by to inter-

view them."
SCOM professor Steven Rollman also
gave some tips on how to have a good
interview. "Share with them things that
will express [to them], can you do the job,
will you do the job and can you get along
with people," he said. He explained that
those three topics are of main importance
to the employer.
SCOM professor Anne Gabbard-Alley
said, "Basic things like having a nice firm
handshake are very important."
She also said a presentable appearance
is very important. The best way to check
your appearance is to ask your parents if
you look good, Gabbard-Alley said.
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Taxpayer Relief Act.
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Colleges
Bills propose mandatory sprinklers in dorms
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. — A 1996 fire that killed five University of
North Carolina students on graduation day also left a legacy of
change in safety measures for student housing.
New fire-prevention policies — including mandated sprinkler
systems in fraternity houses — have given North Carolina a safety
reputation that has become a model for other college campuses.
Pennsylvania's legislators and fire officials are investigating ways to
lessen the financial impact of installing sprinkler systems in student
residences, an issue brought to the forefront by recent fatal fires at
New Jersey's Seton Hall University and at Bloomsburg University.
The U.S. Senate is considering at least two bills concerning college
fire safety. One, the College Fire Prevention Act, proposes $500
million in grants over five years to install sprinklers in dorms.
Another bill, the Fire Safe Dorm Act of 2000, would require
colleges to produce statistics about the number of dorm fires, similar
to the way they are presently required to report crimes.

Student shoots up during class
BOSTON — Students and faculty at Emerson College are still trying
to make sense of a classroom performance piece in which one
student injected an unknown substance into his or her arm.
The March 23 incident was part of an acting class assignment
that required students to bring props and perform an activity they do
every day. Those in attendance watched one student, whose name
has not been released, use a syringe to inject a liquid. The course's
instructor, Steve Yakutis, dismissed the class immediately after the
student was finished.
"It was a frightening situation," said a student who didn't want to
be identified. "We saw someone who really needs help because
they live and breathe addiction. It seemed to many of us that it was
a cry for help."
School officials agree and are looking into the incident. Still unclear,
they say, is whether any illegal substance was used.
"The reported act is considered very serious and is being
addressed with the utmost concern for the interests and wellbeing of
the individual, the acting class and campus community," said Ronald
Ludman, Emerson's dean of students.
Students in the class met with a campus counselor and decided
afterwards not to discuss the incident with anyone outside the class or
to disclose the student's identity.
— FROM WIRE REPORTS

Nation
Microsoft found guilty of violating antitrust laws
WASHINGTON — In a widely anticipated landmark decision, a federal
judge found software giant Microsoft Corp. guilty of violating the
nation's antitrust laws, setting tne stage for sweeping punishment that
could include a corporate breakup.
U.S. District Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson's 43-page ruling
could only be viewed as unalloyed bad news for Microsoft in the
historic lawsuit brought by the Justice Department, 19 states (including
Illinois) and the District o? Columbia.
After the ruling, Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates vowed an
immediate appeal.This ruling turns on its head the reality that
consumers know, that our software has made software for PCs more
accessible and affordable to millions," Gates said. "As we move
forward, we feel strongly about everything we've done and how we've
behaved."
In the next phase of the case, Jackson will determine the
Redmond, Washington-based company's penalties, ranging from
strict rules on how it behaves to the potentially severepunishment
of a forced fragmentation into at least two and maybe more
companies.
From the outside, Microsoft could now face a deluge of lawsuits
beyond the 100 civil suits already filed, as competitors and
consumers act on the court's ruling. The widespread uncertainties
over what the ruling means for technology companies in general
were so great that worried investors, anticipating the judge's
decision, caused the Nasdaq market to fall by 349 points, its largest
single-day drop ever. Microsoft stock closed the day at $90.87, down
$15.37 or nearly 15 percent.
Today's ruling was not unexpected," Gates said last week.
"While we did everything we could to settle this case and continue
to look for new opportunities to resolve this, we believe we have a
strong case on appeal."
— FROM WIRE REPORTS
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Visiting professor presents
computer simulated heart
BY SANDRA MENDOZA

contributing writer

A virtual heart model invented
by a top professor from New
York University was presented to
a full auditorium in ISAT 159
Thursday night.
Charles Peskin, a professor of
mathematics at the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences at
NYU, is a premier scholar in compuational mathematics. His lecture
"Muscle and Blood: Computer Simulation of the Human Heart,"
explained various mathematical
computations and introduced the
virtual heart model.
Professor of Mathematics David
Pruett invited and introduced the
speaker as part of the Visiting Scholars Program.
Peskin's study of heart disease is
founded in applying mathematics
to problems in medicine and biology. "It's easier to model diseased
states of the heart instead of its
healthy states," he said.
The model is the result of two
decades of research on methods to
solve the equations involved with
cardiac fluid dynamics. Using the
model, a computer can generate a
prediction of how a prosthetic
device would function within in an
actual heart. This helps optimize
the design of artifical devices used
with hearts.
The model was broken down
into a number of stages, which were

Students
research

to attend
conference

Eighteen JMU students will attend
the Fourteenth Annual National Conference on Undergraduate Research
on April 27 to 29.
Approxi-

"i

n ■

x

ma,e|

os,uy

in Brief 2°°
dents and

faculty
from
across the nation will attend the threeday conference at the University of
Montana.
JMUstudents have participated in
the NCUR since 1989, making this
the twelfth year students have been
invited to present their research.
Each student will give a 15minute presentation of their
research to an audience of peers,
college faculty and will also be
reviewed by moderators.
The conference also gives the students a chance to hear prominent
national speakers in their fields of
study. Of the three lecturers this year,
one is an atmospheric scientist,
another a painter and print-maker,
and the third is a wildlife researcher.

Adult students honored
Graduates of the JMU adult
study program, an interdisciplinary

categorized into
the physiology
or anatomy of
the heart. The
final
stage
showed the actual beating of the
heart.
Peskin
saidthat the virtual heart, which
was created on a
supercomputer,
is dependent
upon
the
advancement of
technology. "The
pace of this project is definitely
based on the
progress of computers," he said.
Anne Henri ksen, associate
professor of
manufacturing
STEVE J ANZEN/.vcwVi/- photographer
and engineering
at JMU, said, "•! Charles Peskin discusses his virtual heart model.
wanted my students to attend nities in computer simulation
because it applies to our mtxieling that would hopefully cause
and simulation class."
them to pursue graduate school
Senior math major Misty Rich in this field. His talk was well
said, "This (computer simulation organized as well as informaof the human heart] is a great tive; he showed fascinating
example to see, especially since work."
I'm in a mathematical modeling
Peskin's other research interclass."
ests include cardiac fluid
Henriksen said, "It exposes dynamics, biomolecular motors
students to wonderful opportu- and neuroscience.
program for returning adult students, were honored Thursday at
the annual Bachelor of Individualized Study Banquet.
Carol Lowe was honored as the
1999-2000 outstanding graduate in
the ISP with the Elizabeth M. Finlayson Award. She graduated last
December with a concentration in
governmental communication and a
4.0 gpa.
Betty Gravett, who participated in
the Elderhostel program and
enrolled in the BIS program with a
theater concentration, claimed the
first Elizabeth M. Finlayson scholarship and the 1999-2000 Dean's
Scholar award.
The Outstanding Senior Project Presentation awards went to
Denise Cusson, chair of the BIS
Alumni Mentor Program, and
Rick Larson, the associate vice
president of student affairs. Cusson's presentation was "Central
Coca-Cola Quality System" and
Larson's "The Feasibility of Providing Management Competencies."
Twelve students, including Rowe
and Cusson, were inducted into
Pinnacle, a national honorary society for adult and other nontraditional
students.
Marion Doss, a political science
professor, received the 2000 University Service Award for distin-

guished and dedicated service to
the Adult Degree Program.

ISAT grad programs
receive national ranking
Two graduate programs in JMU's
College of Integrated Science and
Technology have received high
national rankings by U.S. News and
World Report. Speech-Language
Pathology was ranked 30th in the
nation, moving up from 47th last
year. JMU's audiology program
retained its spot at 36th in the
nation.
'The ranking by U.S. News and
World Report affirms the hard work
of a highly qualified faculty in presenting a truly nationally recognized
curriculum," acting CISAT Dean
Jerry Benson said. "It is a great
benefit to the entire university in
sending the message that we have
graduate, as well as undergraduate,
programs of national prominence."
U.S. News and World ReporX
conducts its academic quality rankings by surveying deans, faculty
and administrators of accredited
graduate health programs. Scores
for each school were averaged
across all respondents who rated
the school.
—from staff reports
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Apply Now!!!
There may still be time for
you to go abroad this summer
or fall!!! Don't miss out on the
chance of a lifetime!

WHEN YOU RIDE DRUNK, ONE MORE
FOR THE ROAD CAN HAVE
AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MEANING.

Alcohol quickly affects your judgment, balance, and coonHnation. When these faculties t""£
arc impaired, ruling becomes more than difficult. It becomes dangerous. Don't drink VH/
and ride. Or your lasl drink might be your las! drink. MOTORCYC'.F S»FETY FOUNDITION W

WELCOME SPRING!!!
The Polished Lady
Faculty & Staff: 10% Off for the Month of April
Natural & Artificial Nail Care
Spa Services
- Natural Nail Manicures
- Massage Therapy
- Spa Manicures
- Facials
- Spa Pedicures
- Spa Body Polish
- Corrective Nail Treatments
- Hand Filing, No Drills
-Tanning Beds
990 Reservoir Street, 434-9514

APRIL 15, 2000
2PM JMU GODWIN FIELD
AKLandUPB PRESENT

For more information, contact the
Office of International Programs.
568-3975, international@jmu.edu,
www.jmu.edu/international

J

V

Applications NOW
available for the
CARRIE KUTNER SCHOLARSHIP

LOMBARDIGRAS 2690

ll/WO" v:

Featuring:
Everything, Sev, Agents of Good Roots,
KhTheory, the Franklins

wWRf:

Proceeds to Benefit
The Georgetown University Lombardi Cancer Center
FOR TICKETS: See an AKL Brother, ZTA Sister,
Sit Plan 9, Rocktown CD's, Town&Campus Records, Disc Jockey,
or BY CREDITCARD@Warren Hall Box Office

WHCAI,

tnjs award wi,

l go to one rising
• sophomore, junior, or senior
exemplifying outstanding character
who consistently demonstrates a
genuine love for the university.
Applications AVAILABLE at STUDENT
AMBASSADOR Website...
http://www.jmu.edu/orgs/ambassadors
and all JMU information desks
DUE at noon on Monday, APRIL 17th

Z%7\

TICKETS ARE $12 IN ADVANCE/$15 AT THE DOOR
QUESTIONS: Call TJ@ X5407 or Matt@ X437-5699

"\ —y

[ft
Proudly Presented by: JAMES WcHONE
^

jcsK'tlr)

%
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CONTACT ERIN at uyttewem@jmu.edu
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Student arrested after newborn's death
STUDENT, from page 1

family's home in Chantilly and
is being held without bail at the
Fairfax Adult Detention Center.
A full term, 8-pound baby
girl was found at 6:45 a.m. in
Delaware by a construction
worker on March 27.
Authorities said she was
between 24 and 48 hours old.
Officials concluded that the baby
was delivered alive, but do not
know if the baby was still alive

when she was abandoned, Newton said.
Delaware officials said they
aren't sure why the couple chose
to leave their baby there.
"We don't know why they
came to Delaware," Newton
said. "As of now, we don't know
of any relatives that live in this
area."
Delaware is one of 27 states
considering legislation to protect
parents who leave newborns in a
safe place.
Four newborns have been

abandoned in the state since
1995, three of whom died.

u
We don't know why they
came to Delaware.
— Walter Newton
Delaware Police Corporal

n

Fairfax County Police
received a complaint from the
cleaning staff of the motel after
"strange" remnants were found
in the room, Delaware Police
said.
The room was searched but
police did not disclose what was
found.
Caliboso kept her pregnancy
a secret from everyone, said her
roommate, who asked to remain
anonymous.
The roommate also said
she understands that Caliboso

was probably frightened
about her situation, but she
has not talked to her since the
arrest.
Both Caliboso and Ocampo
will appear in court today.
Caliboso will appear in Harrisonburg, and Ocampo in
Fairfax.
It is unknown whether the
couple will be transported to
Delaware to face charges.

SGA/Athletics dispute leaves groups high and dry
Field Foil

SGA, from page 1

JMU NAACP and Center for
Multicultural and International
Student Services, have reported
problems reserving locations,
Adams said.
The first step in the facility
request process is for students
from clubs and organizations to
contact Adams to request a certain date and place.
Adams then examines the
requests and sends a list of dates
to Moorman's office.
Requests are fit into time
slots on the master calendar,
which lists all practices and
events that are to take place in
JMU athletic facilities a few
months in advance.
Contracts are then issued to
organizations to rent the facilities.
This process sounds simple
enough, but it has not run as
smoothly as anticipated. Adams

said the plan
said there will
has
never
be no more
worked.
additional
Many stuevents for the
dent organiyear and that
r
zations are
is just not fair
denied use of
to the stufacilities
dents. She has
because there
no right to tell
are so many
us that."
SG A President,
requests that
I
n
they cannot
Austin Adams
response to
all be filled.
Adams' claim
Austin
that SGA is
TARA UNEBERRY/amirrffcMti
said he just
doing all the
wants it to be
work, Moorthe fall," she said. But she caueasier for students to find out tioned even these early actions man said, "I disagree totally. This
when to put on events.
cannot guarantee a group will is a process we agreed upon.
"In my opinion, there is no have its request fulfilled.
There is great responsibility that
way u.y ui'rice can filter through
Adams said SGA is bearing goes with renting a facility."
all the oodles of requests we get," more of the responsibility than
Moorman said the reason the
Moorman said. "There is too they should.
facilities are unavailable is
much."
"I feel like the SGA is doing because they are all booked.
Moorman recommends that all the work," Adams said. "We
"We are limited by the fact
groups request the facilities do the athletic department's jobs, that most groups want to do
months in advance.
all their customer service and events in April," she said.
"For spring events, plan in paperwork. Mrs. Moorman has
Mark Warner, vice president

ijjri feel like the $GA'
is doing all the work."

POLICE LOG, from page 2

Dangerous Practices
• A JMU student was judicially referred for dangerous
practices on April 4 at 5:59 p.m. in A-lot, after reportedly
hitting a parking sta1* member in the hand with a motor
vehicle as the attendant was signaling the driver to stop.
The subject reportedly zeroed in on the parking attendant, failed to stop, then swerved to the left at the last second.
• Two JMU students were judicially referred for dangerous practices on April 6 at 11:40 am. near Weaver Hall,
after reportedly hitting golf balls across Interstate 81.
Grand Larceny
• Unidentified individuals reportedly removed a WVPTTV-owned laptop from an unattendic' table in the reference area of Carrier Library on April 4 at 8:24 p.m.
The laptop is valued at $2,000.
Petty Larceny
• Unidentified Indviduals reportedly removed $25 from an
unattended pocketbook in an unsecured office in CISAT
on April 3 between 10 and 10:30 am.
• Unidentified individuals reportedly removed a handi-

capped hang tag from a car parked in Z-lot on April 4 at
3:50 p.m.
The car was locked, but the sun roof was left open.
• Unidentified individuals reportedly removed a propane
tank from a steel storage cage in the Convocation Center
B entrance between April 3 at 2:30 am. and April 6 at 11
p.m.
The tank is valued at $40.
Destruction of Public Property
• Unidentified individuals reportedly removed the main
keys from the keyboard of an Apple computer in Harrison
Hall on April 5 between 8 am. and 12 noon.
Burglary
• Unidentified individuals reportedly removed loose
change, wrapped coins, currency and a pair of leopard
skin Express pants from a room in Eagle Hall on March 27
between 8:45 and 11:00 p.m.
The residents reportedly said the room was locked and
the keys were in their possession. Approximately $80 was
reported stolen.

Recovered Stolen Vehicle
• A stolen vehicle was reported to police by parking personnel on April 5 at 12 noon. They discovered it was

for student affairs, and Bourne,
are both aware of the tension
between SGA and the athletic
department that handles the
coordination of facilities and
events.
"This is an issue we need to
sit down one on one with Austin
and the SGA and the athletics
department," Bourne said. "It is
just ineffective communication
between the two sources."
Warner said, "I am in the
process of meeting with Jeff
Bourne to come into resolution
so facilities will be open and
available."
Moorman also felt that
improvements were necessary.
"I think it needs to be
refined," she said. "Further discussion and evaluation would be
appropriate. In my own opinion,
it (the current plan to reserve
fields) was a step in the right
direction."

stolen through a routine check of DMV records.
The Convocation Center manager noticed the car
parked in D-lot and called the parking office to have it ticketed.
The Fairfax County police were notified and discovered
that the owner lives in Springfield.
Bicycle Accident
• A black Volkswagen Jetta reportedly pulled out In front
of two approaching cyclists on April 3 without stopping,
causing one of them to lose control while crossing the
tracks by Mr. Chips.
The operator reportedly failed to offer any assistance
and left the scene. The rider suffered a dislocated shoulder.
Outside Police Agency Assist
• Campus police requested the assistance of an outside
police agency on April 6 at 1:45 p.m. to execute a search
warrant in Chesapeake Hall.
Police seized contraband materials in the search.
A related arrest was made and other charges are pending.
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 28: 79
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$15 w/JAC (limit 2)
$20 General Public
Tickets can be purchased at the Warren Hall
Box Office
Call X6217 for more information and X7960 to order tickets
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All week...Feed the Needy...
un
and we'll reed you! Bring a
can or rood and drab some drub! ijk. Find a Roommate

What is tne S uncnase
k

sk

It's the perfect way to get to
\

THE NEWEST
(540) 437-4800

S^G^E

\v\vw.sum hose, net

A I'iaoi you will proudly call fuxn
liusiiuss Ce
'itness
I\iit
r

^tUi,
S^feE

u6funtge

and check out

e Newest an d tne Best
apartment community in Harrisonburg!
Just call 437-4800 and our shuttle will pick
you up at JMU and bring you to Sunchase
then return you to JMU.

www. sunc nase.net

■Professionally managed
Iby Management S*rvlces|
■Corporation
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RUSSELL GRIFFITH

Do you agree with Russ?
Page 15
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"To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison
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DOWN HERE:, MISTER.'.*

Our generation does have a voice
A lot of people look at our King Jr. Task Force. Sullivan has placed on Iraq that they say
generation with scrutiny played a key role as a member of have devastated the Iraqi people
and sarcasm. We are the this task force in seeing that
Last Tuesday marked the
generation that no one has been King was recognized with a hol- "national day of action" against
able to put a label on yet. Nothing iday at JMU.
Sodexho Marriot Services,
we have done or experienced to
It's not just in elections where provider of dining operations for
date has done anything to estab- students have been voicing them- over 400 college campuses,
lish our generation in a positive selves. Recycling Awareness Week including JMU.
light the way protesting for 2000, the week of March 21, was a
The protest was held because
civil rights and against the great success in raising awareness Sodexho Alliance, which took
Vietnam War did for our baby of recycling issues, thanks in large over Marriot Management Serboomer parents and the World part to the efforts of many people vices, is a share holder of the CorWars did for our grandparents.
on and off campus, including rections Corporation of America,
Yet, our elders have had
which is "responsible for
no problem passing us off
more than
as lazy, unconnected tech"We especially get knocked when incarcerating
two million Americans,"
nology junkies who don't
to
JMU
care at all for the affairs of
it comes to politics, for which we according
protest
organizer,
junior
the world. We especially
Josh Cohen.
are often labeled apathetic
get knocked when it
Some students of the
comes to politics, for
protest
wore signs that
at
best.
"
which we are often labeled
said,
"Ask
me why I
apathetic at best.
don't have a meal plan"
However, in the past couple of many Harrisonburg businesses and some of the protestors said
weeks students at JMU have and JMU's Greek community,
^hey would cancel their meal
shown that when it comes to poli— —We have also ecen-the stti i Jans next semester so as not
tics, our generation is anything the Progressive Coalition here on to support the Sodexho
but uncaring.
campus, which is devoted to Alliance. Obviously these
Just this past Wednesday we bringing together action-oriented events demonstrate how comelected a very involved Student people in the Struggle against
passionate and involved our
Government Association presi- indifference and inhumanity,
generation can be.
dent, junior Mark Sullivan. SulliJust this past week we saw stuWhile we may not be eager to bum
van was the chairman of the SGA dents unite on two fronts to speak
our bras or carry controversial signs
Academic Affairs Committee, is out against serious issues SPVPT-AI
around, our eagerness to leave an
the founder of the JMU Chapter of members of JMU's Amnesty Inter SdSu ^ e^eme8s to leave.an

Students for a Free Tibet and a
member of the Martin Luther

national fasted for a wSproteS- can iP T Tutl P™*^
ihg sanctions the VmSfS& %®3£&&S&8^ *"*
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STEVEN LANDRY

Technology may not be so bad after all
At a point in the semester where we
can hardly imagine ever being finished with our classes, JMU calls
upon us to set our eyes to the future and register for next semester's classes.
Last semester, we all got on the ECampus ship but hardly left the dock before it
started to sink. The first day to register for
spring classes, November 1, the on-line registration system was flooded with users and
taken out of commission. 1 honestly thought
we were all going to die, but then I realized
the whole ship thing was just a metaphor I
made up.
Props to the registrar's office for quickly
organizing a contingency plan. When I went
to register, I got to fill out the classes I wanted on an actual piece of paper, lounged in
Wilson for a little while and then met a nice
lady that registered me for the classes I
chose. It was actually a very pleasant registration, and it made me wonder why her
computer could register me and mine
couldn't. Call it computer envy.
In cases like these, I have to wonder if
technology really makes anyone's lives easier. And III put my money on this on — if
ECampus doesn't work this time, there's
going to be a lot of people that are going to
be very disillusioned with technology. Personally, I like new technological advances.
For example, I have one of those electric
razors and frequently use the device known
as the "Internet."

I was excited to see that JMU was going to
try on-line registration. I had no idea it could
possibly fail. On the other hand, I know people that are wary of any advances and are
almost frightened by the way technology has
gripped our society. My mother, for example, bought so much bottled water to prepare for Y2K that I was able to take several
baths in it to ring in the New Year. Don't
believe what you hear, it's definitely twice as
refreshing as a bath in tap water!
Yet other people learn to evolve with
technology and try to discover its advantages. For example, my grandmother happens to be an avid computer solitaire player.
She can beat your grandma. She can beat
you, too.
These days, you can do anything on-line,
meet people, play games, shop and even
order a Domino's pizza! Unfortunately, this
cutting-edge pizza technology has yet to
come to Harrisonburg, but I pondered
ordering a pizza for movie star Nicolas Cage
out in California until I realized I didn't
know which toppings he preferred. Just a
minor detail.
Fortunately, Y2K proved to the world
that technology is here to stay (or at least
until Y3K.) Will this registration period
prove the same or will disgruntled students
start riots, doing everything unthinkable
including installing games in the computer
labs?
Other than the unfortunate lack of a

Darts
and Pats
Darts & Hats are submitted anonymously and
printed on a space-available basis. Submissions
are based upon one person \v opinion of a given
situation, person or event and do not necessarily
rejlect the truth.

monorail here on campus, JMU has done a
good job trying to keep pace with the rapidly changing world of technology. I've been
told West Virginia University's monorail
was recently judged the best people mover
in the nation. West Virginia? Don't they, uh,
never mind. You've probably heard that one
before.
Along with the registrar's office, Dining
Services has done some cool things with
technology. The conveyor belt at the Festival
and the Nantucket Nectars fridge at PC
Dukes stick out in my mind, and the on-line
D-hall menu helps me make the most of
wing dings night.
Technology has even changed the dating
scene at JMU. Instead of the usual"call me,"
girls now try to pick me up using the line
"So you work for The Breeze! That's so sexy.
E-mail me." Instant messaging through
AOL and ICQ has also brought people closer together.
Though it might be hard for you to
believe, I was an Internet newbie once, and
was confused the first time I saw someone
write "IM me." I thought, "Well, I'm me too.
Why do people type that? Is this some kind
of identity crisis chat room?" i soon discovered IM is a verb, and it will probably make
it into the next dictionary, along with a
brand new definition for "cookie." I condemn the person who tried to sugarcoat illtasting, privacy-invading technology by calling it a cookie.

It will be interesting to see how JMU will
change with other advances in technology.
Health 100 will be offered on-line this summer through JMU, and depending on the
success of the class, I'd expect other departments to look into on-line classes, possibly as
a short-term solution to the dire need of
additional faculty.
Will laser tag replace Frisbee on the
Quad? Probably not. If JMU was bought out
by dot com millionaires, would it be the Dot
Comvo instead of the Convo? Is it just a
coincidence that "PC" Dukes happens to
serve "Mac"aroni?
Though I'll miss having the phone registration voice to yell at, I'm excited about
being able to register on-line. Judging from
the comments of J.W. Myers, our assistant
vice president for information technology, it
looks like the kinks and evil
software messaging agents have been
worked out of ECampus, and registration should go fairly smoothly this
time around.
Though some alumni would like to
believe things have steadily gotten worse- at
JMU ever since D-hall stopped serving beer,
on-line registration is a fine example
of how JMU has taken the lead in trying to ease the painful process of
class registration.
Steven Lamln/ is a wphoniorc TSC and CIS
major.

Dart...

Dart...

A"didn't-your-mothers-teach-you-not-to-playwith-fire-extinguishers" dart to the boys in
Chesapeake Hall who thought it would be a great
idea to spray the hall with an extinguisher, even
though there was no fire.
Sent in by a ticked off birthday girl who didn 't
think evacuating Chesapeake was a very good
present and thinks you all need to grow up.

A "return-the-birds-and-no one gets-hurt" dart to
the spoilsports who stole the flamingos in front of
the Copy Center over April Fools weekend.
Sent in by all the folks who miss the pink ones and
don'/ think this was a very funny April Fool's joke.

Dart-

Dart...

A "way-to-leave-us-stranded" dart to our
roommate for bailing on our lease at the last minute.
Sent in by your four former roommates who think
that if you were going to "change " and "grow " it
should have been for the better.

A "put-trash-where-it-belongs" dart to the person
who put his trash under my tire.
Sent in by an angry student who is sure they are
not the only one who ranks this as one of her biggest
pet peeves.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-being-a-good-sport" pat to the
talented a cappella guy we kidnapped for our
scavenger hunt.
From six girls who think you 're worth more than
100 points.

PatA "thanks-for-doing-a-good-deed" pat to the girl
in Y-lot who gave me a ride home to get a spare key.
Sent in by an absent-minded sophomore who
locked her keys in her car while it was still running.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-all-your-hard-work" pat to Jen
McKeever and Habitat for Humanity for all their
work on the Hillside Field Fest on Saturday.
Sent in by a student who had a great time despite
the rain.

Pat...
A "thank-you-for-the-random-act-of-kindness" pat
to the girl who let me use her JAC card for the
vending machine.
Sent in by a student who will make sure to pass
along the kindness.
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re you tired and malnourished..
• ...from a diet of political correctness?
Then try generous helping of
Southern Heritage.
• Contact the Virginia League of the South:
432-9425 or savedixie@aol.com

www.dixienet.org

would like to THflllK
eueryone who participated
in and attended...

THE DELTA DATING GAME
U/E APPRECIATE YOUR SUPPOZV.
Now Hiring
Assistant
Managers

Fast Free
Delivery!

433-0606

The Best Pizza in Town.-^M^W;/

We Still Have:
.xX\et P^a

Killer B

l

AND NQW...

All Day and Evening Buffet
Monday'Sunday
llam-8:30pm
$1 Off Buffet w/JAC Card

LOOK!

Only 400 Yards from JMU!

IxigueOl '."^eSouli

Don't Compromise...
In student housing
Only at

Devon Lane Townhomes
you get:
Totally new three-bedroom townhouses with
more space (1650 sq. ft.) than most other three
OR four bedroom townhouses
Three bedrooms, each with private bathroom
Walk-in closets, storage, extra half bathroom
GREAT location: Right off Port Rd. onto Devon
Lane, first units on the left
Washer/dryer, fully-loaded kitchen
Furnished, with NEW furniture
Leases and sales available now
New for Fall!
Only 36 discriminating students will enjoy
upscale living this fall. Call today to be one
of them.
487-6776 or 574-8413
Email: ldonkey@cfw.com
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DAN MAURER

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Lessons for the lovelorn and victims of B.O.B.I.T.
Shakespeare penned sonnets concerning its disconcerting nature, and
Danielle Steele inks novels about its
more amorous ... shall we say, interludes. If
they can tackle the creme-filled pastry of
interpersonal relationships we reverently
call "love," then I can write a column
about it.
Many of you may remember a column I
wrote last semester about the battle of the
sexes. While the conclusions 1 reached didn't spark universal acceptance, they did sire
several other columns with similar titles
and similar ideas (not one mentioned my
own, but hey, I'm not bitter).
Having written on the topic so long ago,
I won't endeavor to produce a paltry
George Lucas-esque sequel that has no
chance of standing on its own. It is merely
my intention to bring to light my troubles
that will cause you to viciously laugh, taunt
and point fingers in my general direction. I
don't think a slew of editorials will follow
this particular diatribe, but here's hoping if
people so decide to write about love (hence
forth to be known as the big Baneful, Overexposed, Bloated, Institution of Tempestuousness ... or, the B.O.B.I.T.) their articles
show a sparkle of wit or verbal acumen.
Why, you ask, am I writing another
drab thousand words about what most of
you already think you know? Because, as
insightful as Dan Rather and Wolf Blitzer

are in their John Gotti power ties, I'm hoping for an actual audience, and I just don't
imagine this year's political campaigns will
do it for you. So, it's up to sex, love (oops, I
mean the big B.O.B.I.T.) and stories of your
classmate's woes to titillate and amuse you
as you sit uncomfortably in your Vietnamera grade-school chair/desk contraption
before your class begins.
I referred to the B.O.B.I.T. as a cremefilled pastry earlier because, like a doughnut, it looks good perched up there on the
shelf, waiting to be greedily consumed like
a meatball sandwich by Norman
Schwarzkopf at Bjorn's Swedish delicatessen and Polka lounge. Oh, but watch
out — that Bavarian creme nucleus for
which you're striving is packed full of
things that look good, but once you've partaken — and usually too quickly — you'll
regret your decision so fast it'll make Jeff
Daniels speeding through the hot tea and
toilet scene in "Dumb and Dumber" look
like Pokey the tortoise.
But what, you ask, has left me so shallow, hulking, pessimistic and shell-like that
it makes Flounder from "Animal House"
look like Peter Gallagher's suave tycoon
character from "American Beauty"? Simply: life as I know it. So, I offer to you some
advice — and this is applicable to both
sexes — that will hopefully keep you from
erring in the wide world of collegiate dat-

ing. I've gleaned this useful data not only
from my own glee-ridden memories, but
from the equally screwed up lives of those
I'm fortunate enough to be friends with.
First: Never ever forget to hold your
date's hand after the halfway point in the
first date, assuming that person isn't a slackjawed, bestial spawn of Satan with really
bad breath and fungus-encrusted fingernails.
Second: An Adam Sandier movie actually is a suitable date film, assuming that
your date is under age 16.
Third: Long-distance relationships have
about as much chance of survival after the
first month as a Steve Forbes presidential
campaign, so don't think you can beat the
system — you can't.
Fourth: Party-poppers (those little
thumb-sized barrels of laughs that when
you pull the string in the back explode in a
mini-fireworks type of display) can be
entertaining and quite fun given plenty of
patience, a mutual sense of humor, and a
loaded extinguisher.
Fifth: If you don't actually ask for
his/her phone number, they won't know
you want it.
Sixth: Never blow out one of those giant
scented candles with the four wicks if
you're within 8 feet of glass, silk, your significant other, or most importantly your
$2,000. Melted wax splatters with ease,

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

dries quicker, and leaves more of a surreal
imbroglio than a Jackson Pollock mural.
Seventh: E-mail and instant messaging
are no substitutes for actual conversation.
Eighth: Keeping all the songs you
ungraciously labeled as "our" on your
MP3 list once you've stopped seeing
each other is neither healthy nor sane,
especially if you employ the shuffle
mode on a regular basis.
Ninth: Confucius said, one must
break all contact with previous romantic
relationships because one of you (your
current beau, yourself, your ex) will go
absolutely nuts if you don't. I've seen the
phenomenon work first-hand, and it
isn't pretty. You will be stalked,
harassed, or left alone to jabber incoherently like Michael Stipe in "End of the
World."
And finally, Tenth: As confusing,
demoralizing, ego-smashing, and fleeting as
it can sometimes be, the big B.O.B.I.T. can
be the great experienced) of your laughingly brief life. It can open your eyes and make
lucidly clear the strangeness and uniqueness that is your own existence. It will
undoubtedly make you a better person for
having experienced it.
Dan Maurer is a junior political science
major.

RUSSELL GRIFFITH

Student fills God-shaped vacuum in heart
/|IT1 here is a God-shaped vacuum in
the heart of every man, which
-1- cannot be filled by any created
thing, but only by God the creator, made
known through Jesus Christ." (from the
book "Pensees," by Christian author
Blaise Pascal)
This quote illuminates the realization
that all people are in need of a personal relationship with God, and this relationship
with God is the only way in which we can
have eternal life. This realization is what has
changed my life.
I grew up in a Christian household with
parents who raised me with Christian values. As a family we attended church regularly where I would hear Bible stories, sing
songs and color in pictures of Jesus. All this
time though, my parents would tell me
about how God loved me so much, and
how He desired a personal relationship
with me. I was not able to experience God's
love and have a personal relationship with
Him because I had sin in my life. I did not
quite understand what they meant by sin,
so they explained to me that whenever I
disobeyed them, or fought with my sister,

or any time I did something wrong, that
was sin. My sin kept me from entering
heaven. Because of God's perfection, he
cannot be in the presence of sin.
My parents explained that none of my
good deeds, like going to church, could
bring me closer to God. There was absolutely nothing that I could do to earn my way
into heaven.
At first this bothered me because I knew
I was not perfect. I wanted to figure out
how I could possibly be able to experience a
relationship with Christ. My parents then
went on to explain to me that God sent his
son, Jesus Christ, to earth to die on the cross
as the penalty for our sins. After being dead
for three days, Jesus rose.
Through his death and resurrection, we
are now able to experience that relationship
with God and live eternally with him. All I
had to do was believe that Jesus' death and
resurrection has saved me from my sin and
I just need to receive him as my Lord and
Savior. Through that I could experience a
personal relationship with God. This was
the answer I was looking for, so at the
young age of eight, 1 decided to give my life

to Christ. Once I made this decision, it was possible.
Even though 1 decided to have a personso comforting to know that Christ had
come into my life and that he would never al relationship with Christ at a young age,
everyday I still make the decision to follow
leave.
It was not until my freshman year in him. It is a decision I could walk away from
high school that I realized the significance anytime I wanted to, but God will never
and importance of the decision I had made walk away from me.
One of the great things about God is that
when I was younger. I finally grasped that
what God desires most is a personal rela- he has placed the weight of obtaining etertionship with me. During my freshman nal life on what has been done, as in Jesus'
year I began to really see how much God death, and not on what we need to do. This
loves me, and I decided to pursue his plan is so important because it emphasizes that
for my life. God started to reveal himself to our relationship with him is a gift, which is
me in so many new ways. I began to trust free, not a reward earned by merit.
I hope you will take what I said seriousGod more and more and to rely on him to
ly.
Take into consideration what I have said
guide my life. I know that God has a wonderful plan for my life, a plan far greater and how this relates to your life. This is a
decision that is of utmost importance to
than anything I could ever conjure up.
Since beginning my personal relation- everyone, and choosing nothing is the same
ship with Christ, there have still been as choosing against God. One can either
bumps along the road and obstacles to choose to have a personal relationship with
overcome, but the wonderful aspect of God God, or reject him, and choosing nothing is
is that despite my actions, he always stays the same as rejecting him. God can change
by my side. He guides me through all of my anyone's life, just like He has changed mine.
difficulties. Every morning it is such a relief
Russell Griffith is a junior operations manto know that I am facing the day with him
on my side, and through God all things are agement major.

Topic: What's the craziest dream you've ever had?
"/ dreamed I was
pregnant and
ave birth to a
lasketball."

SPOTLIGHT «:-■-PATRICK ttOHSTIilaJfpholQKrupher

1

_•

"1 dreamed the old
band '97s came
ami kidnapfvd me
for a private
concert, then I
woke up. Damn."
Michelle Ferrara
senior, theater/dance

"I dreamed that
my mom ivas an
Indian, a lesbian,
and had a lover
in the plains
region."
Valerie Smith
senior, art

I dreamed I
was fighting an
army of Ninjas
in my friend's
backyard."

Tim Morris
senior, marketing
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HELP WANTED
full Time d Tan Time positions available
Apply in person.
• Kxit 243 off 1-81 • 121 Pleasant Valley ltd. •
Positions Available:
• cooks
• servers
• dishwashers
• hostess
• night maintenance

STUDENTS
WANTED!

The
JMU
Duke
Club
is
574-3099
accepting applications
from enthusiastic and
dedicated students.
Old Country Store

_fc CRAFT
*** HOUSE
«**'

X

^m

/

\

Vour\
Wooden Boxes
Wooden Trays

Represent JMU as a member of
the President's Cabinet for the
2000-2001 school year.
Will have the opportunity to
use their social skills to meet
other students & members of
the JMU community.

Wooden Letters
Wooden Raddles

Paper Maehe
Rubber stampsof Greek letters
Ceramic beads of Greek letters
IO% off wooden paddles and
letters with J Ml card

Applications can be picked up
in the Duke Club Office,
Eastover House on Paul Street.

Deadline is April 21.

Open
V10

^VI,^L:98

SA U l) o
SM-r WK avc
Behind
Valley Mall

4849987

For more information,
please call 568-6461.
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Come in for nightly
Raw Bar Specials!

WANTED:
Mature group to lease large
7 bedroom house

A Must See!!

1CWAJ
\A/'\tar ^r
30 W.Water
St. Uirrimnhura
Harnsonburg
7 Days a Week. 11 a.m.-2 a.m.
433-9874

GREAT

LUNCH *
0\NNER SPEC/A{c
v
EVERYDAY/

Sandwich Specials
Crabcake Sandwich $6.25
BBQ Chicken Sandwich $4.95
Fried Oyster Sandwich $4.95
Smokehouse Burger $5.25
All Sandwich Specials include I side of your choice

• Just a close walk from JMU!

Salads
All you can eat
Salad/Pasta Bar $4.99
Grilled Hot Dog & Fries
Combo $1.95

• Individual leases
>¥•! ■!•!•;

for further details!

Tuesday 11 th
Jimmy O 10p.m.

Don't
"" S»
miss our
DVANTAGF REALTY

c

epSTERSUND4),

ANAGEMENTGROUr
LLC

Office phone 434-1173
or Call Toil-Free 1-800-354-9900

Brunch I la.m.-3p.m.
Ham & Oyster Dinner $6.95
Crab legs $7.99/lb.
Many more!!!

Wednesday 12th
Kelly May Brown 10p.m.

Friday 14th
Spilling Dew 10p.m.
Saturday 15th
Leon Milmore 10p.m.

COME OUT AND ENJOY...

Prospective Students Weekend
EVIYTS

%00Q

EV=

Friday. April 14
Support JMU Organizations at the
Organizational Fair
On the commons
4p.m.-7p.m.
Cotton Candy, Step Performances,
and much more...
Come See JMU Students Compete in
Showtime at the Apollo
Wilson Hall Auditorium
8:00p.m.
Midnight Showing of
"The Hurricane" at
Grafton-Stovall Theatre
Special Discounted Prices!!!

ns

Saturday. April 15
SMO LIVE
10:00p.m.-2:00a.m.
in PC Ballroom
$6 w/o College ID
$3 w/ College ID
$2 SMO members or Hosts
$1 SMO member and Hosts

MUST BE OVER 18

Sunday. April 16
University Sunday
10:00a.m.
in Taylor 202
Co-sponsored by:
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.

Sponsored by

Students for Minority Outreach

ill

(
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Notice to Students
Correction to Printed
Fall 2000 Semester Schedule of Classes
Credit hours/units printed in the
Fall Semester Schedule of Classes booklet
are incorrect for some class sectionsespecially courses that carry variable
credit hours (such as applied music, studio
art, special topic, or directed study courses.)
The WWW course information is correct,

A list of courses with incorrect units
printed in the class schedule along with
proper units of credit is available at
schedule distribution locations in
Warren Hall, Taylor Hall, and
the CISAT Student Center

X
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From the slums of the
Renaissance to the squalor
ofY2K
Page 25
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"If children leave their impression on you,
then I believe they have fulfilled their mission."
BARBARA MOYERS, ELEMENTARY EDUCATOR
Page 23

Visions Take Form
Zirkle Gallery exhibits six handmade
silk dresses and studies of Italianinfluenced architecture styles
BY STEVE JANZEN

senior writer
Two artists' visions take form this
week in Zirkle House; one in folds of finely crafted silk, the other in the geometric
precision of architecture.
Senior Jenny Goode displays her work
— six intricate silk dresses — in Zirkle's
Artworks Gallery. While each handmade
dress has a distinctly different look, they
retain a powerful sense of style that obviously belongs to Goode alone.
One of the reasons for each dress'
unique look is that they were "designed to
bring out the strengths and qualities" of a
particular woman, Goode said. Before
beginning work on the dresses, Goode
picked a model who would be the inspiration for each piece.
The six floor-length dresses display
several different colors that vary from
shades of red and blue to tan and purple.
Each work has beautifully unique design
that complements the color and dress
style.
One of Goode's creations consists of
several pieces of blue silk in varying
shades paneled in a black background.
Some of these panels are intricately decorated with images of Victorian queens and
other characters. The back of the dress is
tied together with fine silk laces.
Each dress represents over 100 hours
of work by the artist, who said she has
been working on the exhibit for the last
eight months. Goode started each dress
with pieces of plain white silk and then
dyed, painted and stitched them together.

She likened the coloring process to that of
watercolor painting.
While most of the six models knew the
artist in some way, she said she picked the
women because they were "beautiful
women that struck me."
During the show's opening last Monday, the models stood on platforms of
varying heights for two hours as they displayed Goode's dresses.
Visitors during regular gallery hours
will have to use their imaginations, since
the dresses now hang on plaster busts.
Senior Christina Milton's show, on display in Zirkle's Other Gallery, tries to
bring back a piece of Florence through
geometric studies of architecture.
The exhibit is a combination of both
drawings and frescoes that are studies in
Florentine building design. Milton spent
the fall semester studying abroad in Italy,
where she said she "became infatuated
with the architecture."
She said she was intrigued by the
mathematical harmony in the buildings
and took her sketch book almost everywhere she went.
The drawings, which are dotted with
compass marks, show an acute attention
to detail and symmetry.
The frescoes weren't completed until
she returned to JMU, but are based on the
on-site drawings.
These works reflect her usually more
organic style and contain pieces of terra
cotta from Tuscany, blue tile from the Italian alps and Italian marble ground into
the plaster.

pholos cuuncsy uj CHRISTI MATTHEWS

Sarah McCall, left, and junior Katie Kavanagh, right, model Jenny Goode's silk
dresses last Monday night in Zirkle House.

TWO ARTISTIC
VISIONS
WHAT: Works by senior Jenny Goode
and senior Christina Milton
WHERE: Zirkle House Gallery
WHEN: April 3 to April 15, Monday Thursday noon to 5 p.m., Friday - Saturday noon to 4 p.m.

STEVE JANZEN/jcn/ur plwloxrapher

Christine Milton's frescoes of Florentine architecture, on display in Zirkle.

Ensembles combine for Mozart performance
BY BRIAN SHOWALTER

staff writer
This Tuesday, April 11, the JMU
Chorale and Chamber Orchestra will perform Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's
Requiem providing a unique listenii.g
experience.
Robert McCashin, director of orchestras at JMU, is the conductor for the
Chamber Orchestra, as well as the JMU
Symphony and the Opera/Theatre
Orchestra.
The Chorale consists of over 70 students and Kevin Fenton, director of choral
activities at JMU, who serves as the conductor.
"The reason that it is such a unique

■TTT.

A COMPLEX
MUSICAL WORK
WHO: The JMU Chorale and
Chamber Orchestra
WHAT: Performance of Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart's Requiem
WHEN: Tuesday, April 11 in Wilson
Hall at 8 p.m.
ADMISSION: $2 at the door

event is because this is the final work of a
career that spans this kind of productivity," McCashin said. "Besides the fact that
it is just one of those incredible pieces of
music written for orchestra and chorus."
Mozart had been working on the
Requiem for two to three months before he
died in December 1791. Unable to complete
this final composition, two composers,
Joseph Eybler and Xaver Sussmayr, offered
their contributions in order to complete the
work before the version that will be performed tuesday evening was completed by
Richard Maunder in 1986.
The piece runs nearly one hour in
length. It will provide a listening experience unlike most other musical composi-

tions. The vocals and instrumentation will
intertwine and compliment each other
throughout the piece to form a complex
musical work.
"The two ensembles create such a
magnificent sound together, it's really
quite beautiful," said senior Kelli Burke,
an alto soloist in the Chorale.
Junior Dale Zarlenga, spirit leader for
the Chorale, summed up the opportunity
by saying, "Both groups have worked
hard for this, and I definitely think all the
hard work will be clearly heard on Tuesday night."
The concert will take place in the Wilson Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m. The price of
admission is $2.
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"Pretty tasty
notes aren'
they?"

LectURe noTes . rEview & exam preparatiON . study groups
(AmonG otHer acAdemic tReaTS)
-always (1440.365) open-

VErsixy
■com
Where to go when you need to know."
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When art is imitating life
JMU art fraternity, Kappa Pi and many other organizations
use arts and crafts to connect with some very special children
BY KATHLEEN REUSCHLE

contributing writer
"I used to think that if I worked with my son hard
enough, he could learn," said Pleasant Valley Elementary
aid Vicky Hensley, who is also a parent of a special needs
child," but I realized that these children were not born to
learn; they were bom to teach."
Pleasant Valley Elementary was one of 13 schools that
participated in the annual Very Special Arts Day Festival
held at the Harrisonburg Recreation Center on Friday.
The festival, an opportunity for children with mental disabilities to interact with JMU students and community
members through artistic expression, was coordinated by
junior Art Education major Laura Lee Gulledge along
with JMU's art fraternity Kappa Pi.
During the festival, students had an opportunity to
participate in several workshops like clay sculpting with
JMU art education students and stage makeup with JMU
theatre students. Junior ISAT major Courtney Wilson
coordinated a dance workshop while students in the gym
worked with teachers and volunteers to make tissue
paper flowers, bowl maracas, sun catchers, and string
phones, among other crafts.
Guest music therapist Kathy Helms also led the students in a bell choir performance.
The bell choir was made possible by the Virginia State
affiliate of Very Special Arts (VSA), an international program founded in 1974 by Jean Kennedy Smith as an educational partner with the John F. Kennedy Center for the
performing arts. The program's mission is "to explore the

KATY MA("KAY/( (iiiuibiiijiii; plwlograpliei
Nathan Walker, right, shows off his craft project to fellow student Tommie Branch at Friday's Very Special Arts Day

idea that no physical or mental challenge can limit the
human potential to create."
Kay Smith, the executive director of VSA, Va. traveled
from Richmond to participate in I larrisonburg's festival,
one of several she will visit this month. Across the United
States, more than one million people from 15,000 communities participate in VSA, in addition to the 80 countries
that make up the international program.
Closing the day, Pleasant Valley teacher Barbara

arts ajpjpreciation
week events

Art for art's sake

em should be wordless
flight ol birds,
m should be motionless in timi
moon climbs .

An artistic explosion of activities will decorate campus
as Gardy Loo! literary magazine sponsors Arts Week

-Aichibdkl MucHtihh

Madison Dance Club Performance
Monday April 10, 5:30 p.m.
PC Ballroom

BY KRISTIN UNGER

Poetry Reading

Monday April 10, 8-10:30 pin
Taylor Down Under
Co- Sponsors: UI'B and Arts Week
"Arts in the Civil Rights Movement"
Student Faculty Roundtable Discussion
lucsday April II, .Spm
Taylor 306
Student Faculty Roundtable Discussion
Wednesday April 12, 5pm
location: TB A

Women's Film Festival
In honor of women in the Arts
Thursday April 13, 8-10:30pm
Taylor Down Under
Undergraduate Paper Conference
Saturday April 15

10-ll:15/ll:30-12:45/2-4pm (Tentative times)
ZMM Showkcr
10-Mlnute Play Festival
Saturday April 15, all day
Theater II

Co- Sponsored by Arts Week
and the Stratford PlayOIS
Students reading: The Sun Also Rises

Sunday April 16, 1pm
Library Conference Room 107
Students and Faculty Welcome
Come to listen or read between I and (>pm

Moyers said, "One of my students went and picked
dandelions for everyone in the class when we were outside yesterday. Y thought to myself, here is this child
who was given such compassion, love, and sensitivity,
but who can't do math. Having the opportunity to
work with a child like this changes you. These children
may not make great strides, but if they leave their
impression on you, well, then I believe they have fulfilled their mission."

v.

contributing writer
_,
The second annual Arts Week has arrived.
Longer than its name sounds, Arts Week actually runs ten days from April 6 to April 16, and is
packed with events for students, faculty and
community members. These events offer a great
opportunity to view JMU student artwork, participate in open discussions and hear various
readings on art-related topics.
"The purpose of Arts Week is to give the
students of the arts at JMU a forum," said
senior Kristin Reed, head of the Arts Week
Committee. She said Arts Week sets aside a
time for art students to show their work to
other students.
Senior Tim Hartman who played a large
role in beginning the first Arts Week last spring
said, "1 hope that this year's Arts Week will
continue to build awareness of the Arts on campus, without the Arts, we are just another virtual university."
Arts Week officially kicked off on Saturday, April 8, with speaker Sandra Cisneros,
author of "The I louse on Mango Street" and
"Woman Hollering Creek and other stories."
This year, Arts Week and Multicultural
Week are taking place at the same time.
Because of this, many events are designed to
attract a more diverse crowd.
"We hope it is a start in bridging the gap

that exists between JMU and the Hispanic community. What better way than through the
arts!" said junior Brianne Russell, an active Arts
Week volunteer.
Arts Week has grown immensely since its'
premiere last spring. "Last year we found
that we had to keep reiterating what we were
doing. There is more recognition and support
this year, which is a huge help," said Reed.
This year there are more events to participate in and the events are bigger than
last year. Russell hopes that more people
will be informed about Arts Week this year
and get involved in the festivities.
"I am hoping that more people get
involved so that different interests can be
sparked," Reed said.
Two events that the Arts Week committee is
particularly excited about are the student-faculty roundtable discussion on arts in the civil
rights movement, and the student reading of
"The Sun Also Rises."
"Students and faculty are invited to come
and participate in the roundtable discussion and
the reading. They are very laid back and the
roundtable discussion is a chance for students
and faculty to communicate openly outside of.
class," Reed said
Hartman said he anticipates that future Arts
Weeks will include many other organizations
and get people involved all over campus.

STYLE
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Ideal For Your
Graduation
Feeds 23 People

Bagels
& Deli

3 Meats &. 1 Cheese

Fresh Baked Bagels,
Cinnamon Buns, Muffins & More

BUY 7 BAGELS
GET 2 FREE
EXPIRES 5-31-00

$38.99

Two Convenient Locations
Store 01
Market Square East
1635-37 East Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA
Phone:540-564-0416

Store * 2
1731 S. High St.
Harrisonburg, VA
Phone: 432-1386

€bsHrurmf

Living o^ campus nut ywi?

UDAP Contracts Prevent
Huge Utility Deposits!

Y@y si) on mm piofftsflii
f@m coontadt ff®Lr j
Cash or Flex at the Warren Box Office
Call Off Campus Life at X6071 for more info.
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'King Lear' keeps interesting
and modern approaches near
BY JOANIE CLARK

contributing writer
The Shakespearean tragedy "King
Lear," performed by the Stratford Players
at Theatre II last week, was artistically
molded from the slums of the Renaissance
to the squalor of Y2K.
Both the costumes and scenery were
cleverly adapted for practical uses in the
script. Shopping carts used for coffins, as
well as stocks, complimented the "street
corner" scenery and reminded the audience of the severity and injustice of the
time when the play was originally composed and performed.
Camouflage and netted shirts helped
distinguish the king's entourage from
earls and dukes, but the king himself,
played by junior H. Austin Bragg, was so
shabbily clad that only his demeanor
made it clear that he was a king.
The play's action began with an
excellent portrayal of phony admiration
for the king. Then Cordelia, the
youngest daughter of the king played
by junior Carolyn Bream, introduced
the conflict by adamantly refusing to
flatter her father with compliments to
win his favor.
After this announcement, the players
were successful in creating a feeling of
discomfort in the drama that leaked off
the stage and into the audience. People
began shifting in their seats as a heavy
aura of regret penetrated the room. Once
Bragg began his retaliation towards the

girl, however, the strong facade that
Bream possessed earlier left and she fell
into a rut of ironed-on concern that
never deviated from the same facial
expression.
A shocking moment in the play was
when Edgar, played by senior Robert Wilson, crawled onto the stage wearing nothing
but splotchy mud. Gradually transforming
from the eerie disposition of a frightened
animal to a powerful but deranged man,
Wilson deeply enhanced the disturbing feeling that had been building throughout the
play. The extended amount of time that he
was naked, however, was distracting and
upstaged the other actors.
Other great performances were of the
two eldest daughters of King Lear, Gonerill and Regan played by senior Christine
Joelle Torreele and sophomore Kathryn
Lawson, respectively. They reacted well to
each other, and their on-stage relationship
was believable. Lawson's voice tone was
especially convincing. As her character
began to change, her voice matured and
compensated for the more complex character that she was playing.
The downside of the play was its
length. The play lasted for over four hours
and the cramped "black box" stage
seemed to close in after a while. Despite
the energetic performances from the
actors, the audience's attention began to
subside in the middle of the second half,
as watch lights started flickering on and
off to check the time.

MOSAIC^
A CELEBRATION OF UNITY THROUGH DIVERSITY

D-Hall Menu
MONDAY, APRIL 10

THURSDAY, APRIL 13

Q.U.I.L.T.: student orgs. come
together to make patches for a
quilt representing JMU
CMISS conference room
Taylor 243; 9-5 p.m.

Q.U.I.L.T.: Taylor 405; 9-5 p.m.

Informational Booth: Ethnic
Customs contest
In front of post office
Culture Cabaret!: Ethnic fashion,
cultural performances, music
(including JMU's own NUMB) and
ethnic desserts. No admission!
PC Ballroom: 8 p.m.

TUESDAY, APRIL 11
Q.U.I.L.T.: Taylor 243; 9-5 p.m.
Informational Booth
TDU MOSAIC open mic night:
TDU; 8-11p.m.

Informational Booth
Speaker: Dr. Irma McLaurin
An interactive discussion
about how to make JMU's
atmosphere more conducive
for recruiting and retaining
minority students
Taylor 404; 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, APRIL 14
Informational Booth
0FAAF0 Day: games, food
& performances (sponsored
by CMISS)
Godwin field; 10 a.m.-7p.m.
"The Hurricane:" S2 at
Grafton-Stovalt 7 & 9:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12

SATURDAY, APRIL IS

Q.U.I.L.T.: Taylor 243; 12-4 p.m.

"The Hurricane:" $2 at
Grafton-Stovalt 7 & 9:30 pm

Informational Booth

(April 10-14)
Monday: Greek
Gyros (beef) with tahini sauce
Greek Salad
Eggplant and tomato pilaf
Mediterranean olive bread

Baklava
Tuesday: Thai
Chicken with basil
Thai cucumber salad
Sticky rice
Temps (vegan fried grain)
with satay <nuce
Thai fruit with coconut
Almond cookies
Thursday: Caribbean
Caribbean tomato salad
Jerk chicken
Coconut rice
Sauteed peppers
Banana-run custard
Cornbread
Friday: Moroccan
Beef Tajne (like beef stew)
Cous cous with veggie sauce
Falafel with tzatziki
Perfumed oranges
Sesame cookies
Orange scented carrot salad

MICHELE JOHNSTON / senior artist
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ART

► Work by seniors Jenny Goode and Christina Milton: Zirkle
House Artworks and Other Galleries — Monday-Thursday,
noon-5 p.m., Friday and Saturday, noon-4 p.m., free
► The 10th Annul New linages Exhibition: A juried photo competition for die Mid-Atlantic States Zirkle House New Image Gallery —
Monday-Thursday, noon-5 p.m., Friday aixl Saturday, ncon-4 p.m., free
► JMU MFA Degree Exhibition, paintings and drawings by
Shay Herring Clanton: Sawhill Gallery — Monday-Friday, 1030am 4:30 p.m. and Satunlay-Suiulay, 1:30-4:30 p.m., free
► A special event video retrospective by Sadie Bcnning: Sawhill
Gallery — Tuesday, 4:30 p.m.. free
► Window exhibit by Li: Moss, colored pencil exhibit by Ana Mine
Liddell, a retrospective by Paul Miller Kline: Sycamore House Gallery
— Tuesdiy-Friday, 10-6 p.m., Saturday, 11 a.m.-5 p.m., free

MUSIC

► I hamberorchestra concert: Wilson Hall —Tuesday, 8p.m., $2
► Guitar ensemble concert: Anthony-Seeger Auditorium —
Monday, 8 p.m., free
► F.udry concert: Anthmy-Sccger Auttonum— Wednesday, 8 p.m., tree
►Tn*iiK«x'd*>iru»iccn:Wilsm 1UI Aiihu ruin—Thursday, 8 p.m., free
► MikmSuigeBOxutEmiuiiudnpt^iiiilClMicli—Sunday, )pirt,fce
► 1'iTciNiKoensembleaiiKc-n: MUSK Building Rm. 108—Sundry, 5 pin., $2

DANCE

► Spring student dance concert: Godwin Hall studio theater
Rm. 355 —Thursday-Saturday, 8 p.m., $3 with JAC card, $5
general admission

THEATRE
BANDS

MOVIES

► Tlie Mystery of Edwin Ctood: Theater II — Thursday-Friday, 8
p.m. ami Saturday, 2 p.m. ami 8 p.m., $5
► Showtime at the Apollo: Wilson I fall Audiionum — Fnilry, 8
p.m.,Yrec
► Pat McGee Bind (D release party: Tr.tx — Momfciy, 9 p.m., $12 for
(,'D and free ticket to the slxnv available at Plan 9
► Grafton-Stovall Theatre: Student Film Festival, Tuesday, 7
p.m., free. "Snow Falling on Cedars," Wednesday and Thursday,
7 and 9:30 p.m., $2; "The Hurricane," Friday, 7 p.m. and Saturday, 7 p.m. and 11 p.m., $2; "Family Plot," Sunday, 7:50 p.m.,
free
► Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "Black and White," "Here on
Earth," "Mansfield Park," "The Skulls," $4.50 before 6 p.m.,
$6.50 after. Call 434-7107
► Regal Cinemas Harrisonburg 14: "American Beauty,"
"Boys Don't Cry," "The Cider House Rules," "Erin Brockovich," "Final Destination," "Mission to Mars," "High Fidelity," "Ready to Rumble," "Romeo Must Die," "Return to Me,"
"Rules of Engagement," "The Road to El Dorado," $4.50
before 6 p.m., $6.75 after. Call 433-7733
♦ Sec u'um-.regu/cinemas.com for showtimes*

// you would like an event featured in 'Style Weekly,' send a letter c/o Style section;
GI Amhony-Seeger Hall; MSC 6805; JMU; Harrisonfjurg.VA 22807; include
date, cost and location of the event.

Imenesred in mining J:OK
style?

Call All and Juhe ai
X3846
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WHSV-TV

Atwork Personnel Services

SCOM/SMAD MAJORS:
TIME IS RUNNING OUT!!!

-f-<nLnLjji_J-G:iZ!C3--e:

nrjLU

C1 st Annual SCOM/SMAD "f^

•

areer l<air

uiUJLiJ.nv.crcr.v/ *=*■. t_i s

Friday, April 14 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Convocation Center
Hall of Fame Room

( II '( i P—11 IIR

NETWORK and find an INTERNSHIP, EXTERNSHIP, or FULL-TIME POSITION
Formal Business Attire, Bring Resume

This summer,
earn college credit
close to home!

Sponsored by the International Association of Business Communicators

northern Virginia
community college

Choose from
hundreds of
transferable classes!

enroll now
703-323-3000

Get free e-mail and Internet access!
Summer Sessions start May 15, June 12 and June 26.
Alexandria-Annandale
Loudoun-Manassas-Woodbridge

The Brothers of the Beta Rho Chapter of

>1A

£> ]/r PHI SIGMA «&
v/^
would like to congratulate our NEWEST BROTHERS:

Beth Bardeau
Molly Brown
Jessica Frazier
Gail Horton
Tricia Kornutik
Jennifer Orrigo
Melissa Ronen
Xris Thomas
Greg Beachley
Mike Confer
Mike Hollandsworth
Sara Jenkins

Kendra Lane
Wilbur Rifareal
Sarah Shipplett
Mike Watson
Lily Beckwith
Amy Faulconer
Tarra Holman
Heidi Keener
Ben Mallory
Cathy Rodgers
Greg Sudlow
Melissa Wilkerson

WELCOME TO THE BROTHERHOOD KAPPAS!!!
For more information on Fall Rush, contact Stephanie (camerose) or Emily (harrclch)

Eagan, McAllister, & Associates Inc.

Washington Post.com

Capitol One Frontier Culture Museum

Simpty Ihe Best!
Foxhill Townhomes, JMU's newest student
community, offers the latest designs in
student housing floor plans! Large,
individual private bedrooms, semi-private
baths, two living areas and plenty of parking.
Quiet, townhome style units-not apartments
or condominiums.

•4 bedroom
•2 bath
•Over 1450 sq.ft.
•Storage
•Refrig. with ice maker
•Dishwasher
•Disposal
•Range
•Microwave
•Washer/dryer
•On bus route
•Vaulted ceiling
T-i
ioxhill
ownhomes

•Call NOW!
•We have just a few rooms available for
FALL 2000!
•YES! We have Ethernet!
Come check out the newest, the
largest, the best off campus
housing available at JMU!
9a.m.-5p.m. M-F

Office/Model
1512 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA

432-5525
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Support Multiple Sclerosis...
enjoy a night filled with fun,
giveaways, food, and DANCING!!!!

Come to the 2Rd Annual

V(mc& for tfa Cur&
April 16,2000
PC Ballroom
6-10pm
$5 dollar registration Tee per single person, $10 for groups
of three, $15 for groups of five
Sponsored by: Circle K

Be a (art of Ik CURE!!!!
^
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Climbing School
Dates and Times:
April 11-13:7-1 Opm
April 17&19:6-9pm
••
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Bouldering Clinic
April 10
Time: 7-9pm
Learn ground level
climbing techniques.
Register by: April 10
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in bed

Motivate Yourself
Into Motion

i

*

-

\- - \
- i

First Aid

-

April 15
Time: Noon-5pm

at home

I *

Cost: $25
Register by: April 13

Get motivated to stay in motion
with creative techniques
and helpful hints.
v

*

bored

single

£■
Hiking & Climbing Trip
to West Virginia

in bathroom

s

April 15 &16
(2 day trip)
Cost: ONLY $20.00
Trail maintenance at Seneca Rocks
followed by a day of rock climbing.
Register by: April 12
Pre-trip Meeting: April 12, 7:15-9:15pm

Aqua Therapy
April 11
Time: 8-8:45pm
Learn about the
therapeutic benefits of water.
Register by: April 10

I -

— * ^

V

April 11
Time: 7-8pm

N

s

" >

\

^

_

April 12
Time: 7-8pm
Learn how you can
complete a triathlon.

7t i.' •;
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Triathlon Training
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/
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UHiVMftlM tlCCfl|*riOH

For more info call x8700
or visit www.jmu.edu/recreation
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Be Outstanding This Summer

Mon.-Sat. 11-8 p.m.
Call for directions.
433-5550

Get ahead of the bunch — finish your degree
faster by enrolling now for summer classes a.
Towson University. With Til's convenient
schedules, you'll find the time to cultivate your
outstanding future, lake your pick from
hundreds of undergraduate and graduate
courses. This summer count on a season to:
• Learn more easily, tree of the pressures of
a heavy course load.
• Lighten up on college costs withTowson's
moderate tuition and fees.
• Let go of your worries, knowing you're
making headway toward your goals.

Recent Releases: Big Punisher, Rah Digga, Galactic,
Cracker, Common, Drag-On, Ice Cube, Murderers,
Pantera, Disturbed, Goldf'inger, Dio, MDFMK,
Smashing Pumpkins,
~ Low low everyday prices on new & used cDs.
~ Most single cDs $13.99 or less.

For class schedules and other information

410-830-3532
or check our web site:
www.towson.edu

CAMPUS

TOWSON
UNIVERSITY

Foxfield
Races

Saturday
April
29th

ATTENTION JMU STUDENTS
Infield spots available at
University Outpost
Posrt Republic Road
(540) 432-0287
www.foxfieldraces.com

immmnm^

MONDAY, APRIL

>- Baseball Trauma
The sports editor reflects on a
history of Mets tragedy
Pact 31
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"We hope this will blow up in
the next couple years"
JUSTIN KITTREDGE

see story below

All-Star game blows up
Greeks and Independents square-off in first annual
intramural game; dunk and 3-point contests highlighted
BY KATHLEEN REUSCHLE

JANE McHUGH / senior photugrupher

The Greek Alt-Stars took on the Independent All-Stars in action
this weekend in the first annual Intramural All-Star Game.

contributing writer
The Greeks struggled against
the Independents this Saturday,
losing 67-97 in the first annual
Intramural All-Star Game.
The event, organized by club
basketball members junior Justin
Kittredge, seniors Dirron Allen
and Brian Cooke, was the first
Greek versus Independent game.
Each team was made up of
selected all-stars from each of
the eight different club teams
that practice at UREC three
times a week. Dav*id Cherry
was in charge of picking the
Indy team, and Kyle Kouchinsky selected the stars for the
Greek team.
• Once underway, both teams
tried to utilize a run-and-gun
type offense but only Indy
seemed to really get it to work
effectively. The Greeks were able

to put it together down low JMU President Dr. Linwood
where they dominated the offen- Rose, and Center for Multiculsive boards. However, the tural and International Student
Indy's seemed to spread the Services Director Zebulun Davscoring out a little better than enport. The winning dunk
the Greeks, showing great distri- belonged to David L. Cherry,
bution of the ball.
and the winning three point
At the half it didn't look so shooter was Ricky Dierker, who
bad — the Greeks were only los- was also the Indy's leading scoring by eight — but then they er. Junior Phil Paspales led scorcame out struggling in the sec- ing for the Greeks.
ond period. They were hurt by
"We hope this will blow up
poor shot selections on the in the next couple years, because
offensive half. The Indy team it's good for competition, and
remained poised and had the interaction between Greeks and
Greeks put away by the four non-Greeks," Kittredge said.
minute mark.
"Hopefully we'll see the place
What kept it moving in God- packed with everyone having a
win was deejay J-Storm, good time next year."
WXJM's Jamaal B. Carei, who
Davenport said, "Usually
made sure everyone had a good Greeks tend to be separated
time at the game.
from things, so it was a great
After it was over, the club idea to bring the two together
sponsored 3-point shooting and for a good time, and for students
dunking contests judged by to enjoy themselves."

Tennis falls to CAA-rival ODU
Team hopes to finish strong going into CAA Championships this weekend
BY JEFFREY CRETZ
senior writer
The men's tennis team dominated doubles play on Friday
afternoon, but were not able to
hold off the relentless singles
attack of Old Dominion University, falling 2-4. With the loss, JMU
dropped to 8-9 overall, and 4-3 in
CAA play.
Coach Steve Secord said he
thought his team played hard in
an evenly fought match.
"We got off to a good start by
winning doubles, which put us in
a nice position early," Secord
said. "As for the singles, we had
three matches go three sets each.
(Sophomore) Andrew (Lux) had
beaten his guy earlier in the fall
on clay, and (junior) Luis (Rosado) and his opponent have been
back and forth all year. So those
matches are going to probably go
three sets most of the time."
The first-seeded doubles team
of Lux and sophomore Jamey
Elliot cruised through their doubles match, winning 8-3. The
third-seeded team of freshman
duo Mike Hendricksen and Adriaan Wintermans also vron, 8-6.
"The freshmen who won

doubles did a great job," Lux close match that anyone could
said. "They deserve a lot of cred- have won.".
it because they didn't have a
Secord said,"We gave it
whole lot of experience coming everything we had and got in
into the match."
a good position early, but the
Lux also said that his doubles competition was hard today.
team stepped up their play and But its certainly nothing to
made a few adjustments.
hang our heads over."
"I thought we stepped up
The Dukes now focus on the
today," Lux said. "We (Elliot and CAA Tournament. The consenI) have had trouble the past cou- sus among the players is that
ple of matches, so we needed to JMU will be playing conference
make a change."
powerhouse Virginia CommonFourth-seeded Elliot found the wealth in the second round.
only singles success of the day,
"We are looking to finish
winning in straight sets, 6-2,7-6.
strong," Secord said. "I don't
'1 started off strong serving know if it would improve our
and volleying, but in the sec- seeding, but I think we'll probaond set I started to get tight," bly be a four or a five seed, which
Elliot said. "In the end 1 was would mean we'd be slated to
able to put it all back together play VCU in the second round."
and earn some solid points."
Lux said, "VCU has been
In the closest match of the number one for years. They just
day, Rosado lost his singles play in another dimension. But if
match in three sets, 4-6, 6-1, and we win, we have nothing to lose,
3-6. Lux didn't get to finish his so we'll just go out to the CAAs
match, which was in the third set, and give it our best."
due to time constraints.
Elliot said, "I think we
"I played awesome in the should do fairly well in the
first set but it was very exhaust- tournament. We'll probably
ing," Lux said. "I was about to have to play VCU in the semis,
come had? hr the third sefwtienr •bar the toadmp "to- rhaf pehrf
the match was called. It was a shouldn't be too tough."

FILE PHOTO
Junk* Lxfiw Rosado'tost his singles match,'4-6, 64., 9>6. The Bakes ' •
head to Richmond for the CAA Championships this weekend.
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ANDREW TUFTS

Growing old and bitter with the Mets
I'm a Mets fan (pause for sympathy
tears). For years I have waited, patiently
anticipating the day when the Mets
would climb back into the playoffs and
regain their share of dominance not only
in the National League, but more importantly in New York.
I watched Darryl Strawberry let his
(,i reer slip away and go off to Los Angeles. At the same time, I saw the Doc
(Gooden) become less and less like Dr.
I i\ ingston and more like Dr. Nick Riviera.
I saw the "Bonehead Play of the Year"
awarded when Vince "Honey I Blew Up
the Kid" Coleman was wise enough to
throw a lit firecracker into a group of fans,
which ended up scorching a female spectator's face. Brilliant.
Who could forget the greatest, I mean
most maligned, pitcher to ever grace the
dirt mound in the middle of Shea Stadium: A.Y.! Anthony Young. What a success story that boy was, cruising his way
to over 20 straight losses. His offensive
counterparts weren't much help, 'cause
poor A.Y. lost by less than two runs in at
least half of those starts. Players were
booting balls and swinging with their
eyes closed just to see how many losses
the poor sap could amass.
Allow me to go off on a tangent
for a minute. When I collected baseball cards as a kid, I bought a box of
Topps just to get a new "gold card."
You were supposed to get one every
36 packs, which worked out to one
card per box in my mind. However,
when I didn't get one my dealer told
me that 36 to 1 were only odds, and I
wasn't guaranteed to get one. So he
let me choose.

"Are you a Mets or Yankees fan?" the
of winning. Unfortunately, a Kenny
man queried.
Rogers bases-loaded walk gave the Braves
"Mets," I said in my meekest voice so
a cheap series win (so I'm bitter).
only he would hear.
Now this season, people are already
The kind soul gave me the "gold
counting the Mets out of any chance
card" 1 so desired; and I'll give you three
for a playoff spot. Granted, we're only
guesses (first two don't count) on who it
six games into the season, but here's
was. Anthony Young! The man who
the top three misconceptions about the
went on to lose as many games, straight,
21)00 Mets.
as I was old, twice over. Oh, cruel justice!
#1: Don't compare Todd Zeile to
I also witnessed
John Olerud.
Game Six of the '86
True. Zeile is not
World Series (the day
,. .
.
. Olerud; that goes without
that will live in infamy
tven Key Ordonez had saying. Although its
for Boston fans) when
tempting, try not to judge
Mookie Wilson
Zeile based on Olerud's
squeezed a dribbling
numbers. Yes, the Mets
single through the
lost one of the best allwickets of Bill Buckner
around first basemen in
and sent home Ray
the league, but Zeile is a
Knight for the game
proven, all-around basewinning run.
ball player. He worked
Now, even
with Keith Hernandez for
though we have one
the entire spring and I
of the best teams in all of baseball (it's
wouldn't want him working with anytrue, it's true), I'm still not sure what
one else. He's shown throughout his
to expect.
career that he can learn and succeed at
In '98 the Mets were a lock for the
various new positions — just give him
playoffs as a wild-card in the NLEast
some time. With the infield the Mets
until a five-game losing streak at seaalready have, Zeile at first is still better
son's end knocked them out of the playthan anyone else's infield around the
off race. A similar streak awaited the '99
league.
Mets until everyone else collapsed and
#2: Hampton and Bell should have
they barely squeaked into a one-game
stayed in Houston.
playoff with the Reds.
All right, it's agreed. Hampton is
In the playoffs, they beat the D-backs
struggling right now, but look at the two
on a homerun by journeyman, back-up
times he's pitched. Start one was in Japan,
catcher Todd Pratt, and then proceeded
where the infield surface resembles Pat
into a classic series with the Braves. The
Riley's hair. Even Rey Ordonez had an
games had the same scores that A.Y. used
error over there, something he hasn't
to lose by, except either team had a chance done since the Whitewater scandal. His

u

an error over there,
something he hasn't
done since the
Whitewater scandal

second start came in Shea Stadium,
where expectations start at the top of the
World Trade Center. He's in the last year
of his contract, needs to prove himself,
and has proven himself in the past. Give
him at least three more starts before you
jump up his ass.
As for Bell, last year was basically an
injury year for him. His best offensive
years have historically come the season
after a down year, so there's no reason to
believe this year will be any different.
Expect to see the numbers .300, 20,100 in
his future again this year.
#3: The 2000 Mets are worse than
the 1999 Mets.
Who's to say whether this is true or
false? Certainly not 1. The starting rotation is stronger than it has been in years.
When Hampton comes around, they'll be
better one through four than any team
out there (cue the Braves). The outfield is
more solidified with Bell in right, and
despite having a senior citizen in left field
(Rickey Henderson), they still have the
best lead-off hitter in the game today and
yesterday. In addition, he, Valentine, Loiter, Hampton, and their G.M. Steve
Phillips (among others) are all in the last
year of their contracts, which adds a little
fuel to the fire.
So dry your eyes, little one, and stop
worrying about me and my Mets. 'Cause
when their gears start working in unison, Mr. Met will be able to take the tomahawk chop, shine it up real nice, turn
that thing sideways, and shove it...
well, you get the idea.
Andrew Tufts is the sports editor and a
junior SMAD major with his mind on his

JMU's Top 50 Athletes
JMU's TOP 50 ATHLETES

Lynn Mulhern

For this issue we've highlighted
Mulhern'? story
No JMU fencer has more
two of JMU's finest fencers.
Mulhem is JMU's all-time winning wins than Lynn Mulhern. In
fencer while Schwartz recently became fact, no other competitor
comes close to Mulhern's 318 • Most career wins by
JMU's first Ail-American fencer.
career wins.
a JMU fencer (318)
THE TOP 50
Elaine Schoka (91-'93) ranks
second among JMU fencers
Faber Jamerson
Sydney Deasley
• Second in career win
with 249 career victories.
Linton Townes
M. Camevale
While Schoka ranks first in percantage (.702)
Floretta Jackson
Shelley Klaes
highest career foil winning
Sherman Dillard
Megan Riley
Ryan Frost
percentage as a Duke with a
P. McSorley
Randy Parker
Brent Bennett
249-66 record (.790), Mulhern • 42-7 dual meet
Carol Thate
Aimee Vaughan
ranks second with a career record, tops at JMU
Julie Martinez
DeeMcDonough
mark of 318-135 (.702).
Suzi Slater
J. McCullough
Mulhern's 88 foil wins in
Gerard
Juli Henner
1994 is the fourth most ever • Team state champs
C.Gilbert
Matt Holthaus
accumulated in one season by for four years
Bevilacqua
P. Weilenmann
a JMU foilist.
M. Grosz-Pope
Jeff Bowyer
Her 42-7 dual meet record
Mulhern also holds the
Cindy Walker
Paul Morina
in 1991 is the best ever by a fifth and sixth best overall
H. Rilinger
Charles Haley
JMU foilist. In 1993 she put season winning percentages
Steve Hood
Gary Clark
together the fourth-best dual among JMU foilists, with a
Greg Bosch
A. Williamson
meet foil season in JMU histo- 70-21 mark in 1991 and a
Chris Golden
Jennifer Cuesta
ry, putting together a 51-12 82-26 record in 1993.
L Collingwood
Kathy Aiken
mark (.810). Her 58 dual meet
The Dukes were state
Betsy Hernandez
Cathy Cole
wins
in
1994
is
the
sixth
most
champions
in each of MulhTerri Gas kill
LYNN MULHERN
by a JMU foilist in one sea- ern's four seasons with the
Chris Gillies
ALLISON SCHWARTZ
son. Her 53 wins in 1992 is team. They were 15-6 in her
Billy Sample
JeifCarbcr
t.ed for ninth all-timeV//;/^/^,sea^V//,V<V;4V,VH

Allison Schwartz

Courtesy of Sports Media Relations
Cindy Walker

By finishing 12th in the
nation in the sabre at the
NCAA Championships, sophomore Allison Schwartz became
JMU's first All-American
fencer and secured a spot
among JMU's top athletes.
Schwartz went 11-12 to
finish 12th in the sabre at
the nationals at Stanford
University March on 24-26.
She advanced to the nationals after putting together a
13-8 record and fifth-place
finish at the NCAA MidAtlantic/ South Regional*...

The New Jersey native dominated the sabre scene this season, compiling a 105-49 (.682)
overall record and a 48-24 (.667)
dual meet record. Her winning
percentages and her 105 wins
are all JMU records for the new
sabre competition.
Before excelling in the sabre,
Schwartz was a key member of
the JMU epee squad. Her career
epee winning percentage of .667
(a 108-54 record) is the third-best
all-time by a JMU epee fencer.
She accumulated 108 career
varsity epee in her two seasons,
which is the seventh most in the
program's history. Schwartz
picked up 48 epee dual meet
wins as a freshman in 1999,
which is the fifth most ever won
in a single season by a Duke. Her
102 overall wins in 1999 ranks
third in the program's history
among epee fencers.
She was a first team all-conference selection as a freshman
in addition to being the state
epee champion and the team's
• Koakie of the Yean ♦ ♦ ♦ M»'
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GRADUATION DISCOUNT

SAVE ON ORIGINAL JAZZ CLASSICS!

Schoolwork getting
you down?
Experiencing the
senior slump?
Tired of the same
old thing?

10% OFF

THU0NI0US MONK
WITH JOHN C01TRANI

Come to Brooklyns
for something new.
exciting, and delicious!

FOR GRADUATION
(offer ends 4/15/00)

2035-51 E. Market St.

433-4090

CHARM WW>
Mc Guitar

Next to the ABC store

Bill EVANS TRIO
Sunday at the
Village Vanau«*"

SWT/
DRIGINAl
SONNY ROIUNS
Saxophone Colossus

HUS DAVIS
Cookin'With The
Miles Davis Quintet

Cl AS SIC S a

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY! CA$H FOR YOUR MUSIC!

Buy recycled. It would mean the world to them.

In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999

Thanks to you, all sorts of everyday products are being made from materials
you ve recycled. But to keep recycling working for the future, you need to look
for these products and buy tbem. For a free brochure, call 1-800-CALL-EDF.
ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE
FUND

II rm.

Mfww.plan9muslc.com

r

JMU
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$100 Bill Give-Away
to one lucky winner
Thursday, April 13
6 p.m.- 7 p.m.

Careers
to $40 K
Paralegals
Marketing Specialists
Accounting Professionals
Administrative Professionals
Human Resources Specialists
We have some fantastic career opportunities in Washington, DC and the
nearby Virginia suburbs, with Fortune 500 firms, Government Contractors,
National Associations, Law Firms and more. We also have Temp and
Temp to Hire openings in these arenas. Let our industry-certified experts
use their inside connections to help you get your foot in the door at your
desired firm. Please call us immediately for more information:

888-914-9100

U-Rec

'* mr-mm mmt

Weplace people first
75 South Court Square
(540)433-1833
chiago@rica.net

JAMES X/JCHONE

Northern Virginia's premier permanent placement agency

7700 Little River Turnpike, Suite 300, Annandale, VA 22003
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CROSS COUNTRY / TRACK & FIELD
Senior Russ Coleman was named the male
scholar-athlete of the year at the Greater Madison
Sports Banquet on Friday night.
Coleman holds JMU's outdoor track record in the
5,000-meter and was a member of JMU relay
teams that set school marks both indoors and outdoors in the distance medley relay. A former
regional cross country champion and All-American, Coleman has been an All-East track performer in the 3,000-meter indoors and 5,000-meter
outdoors. He has also received All-America honors
as a member of JMU's indoor distance medley
relay team. Coleman is on JMU's top 10 performance list in four Individual indoor track events
and two outdoor events.
In the classroom Coleman is an art major who
minors in art history and education and will graduate with a 3.404 grade-point average.

VOLLEYBALL
Senior Lindsay Collingwood was named JMU's
female athlete of the year Friday night at the Greater
Madison Sports Banquet.
While leading the Dukes to a 26-7 record, a CAA
Championship and the first Division I NCAA Tournament volleyball team in school history, Collingwood was named CAA player of the year, All-CAA
and all-state for the fourth straight year, CAA
Tournament most outstanding player and NCAA
all-district.
Collingwood holds 12 school records, including
career marks for kills, digs and aces. She has been
named to 14 all-tournament teams during her career.
During her four seasons at JMU, the Dukes
amassed a 90-36 overall record and a 35-7 record
in the CAA.

WOMEN'S TRACK & FIELD
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FOOTBALL

LACROSSE

On Friday senior Curtis Keaton was named the
JMU male athlete of the year.
In 1999 Keaton had one of the top seasons in
JMU football history. His team-season records of
1,719 yards and 20 touchdowns helped to lead the
Dukes to a share of the Atlantic 10 Championship
and an appearance in the Division l-AA playoffs.
Aside from the yards and touchdowns, Keaton also
led the team in points with 120 including a five
touchdown game against Conneticut. Keaton was
named first-team All-America by the American Football Coaches Association and was a participant in
the Blue-Gray and Hula Bowl all-star games. Keaton
this year was also named the Atlantic 10's offensive
player of the year, an all-state selection and the
ECAC's co-offensive player of the year.
Keaton ran for 2,783 yards and 30 touchdowns in
his two seasons at JMU.

On Wednesday the Dukes won a tight match
against in-state rival Virginia 11-8. Senior attacker
Julie Martinez led the Dukes with four goals.
Sophomore McNevin Molloy, senior Jess Marion
and freshman Lisa Staed t each added two goals.
JMU struck first at the 24:24 mark as Staedt
found the back of the net. The Cavaliers and
Dukes proceeded to exchange goal for goal
through out the game with six lead changes in the
first half alone. JMU came out strong in the second half, scoring three straight goals to take a
three-goal lead. It was a lead that the Cavaliers
would discover to be insurmountable as the Dukes
held Virginia to just two goals in the second half.
Marion scored five goals in route to a 19-5 rout
of in-state rival Richmond on Friday. Marion also
added an assist on the afternoon. Martinez netted
three goals and assisted on one of Marion's goals.
The Dukes' potent offense exploded for 12 first
half points. Junior Mindy Lehr's free position goal
at 21:08 began a 15-minute run that saw JMU
jump out to an early 10-0 lead. During that span
Marion netted three goals while Martinez and
senior Amy Brew both scored twice. The Dukes
managed to hoid the Spiders scoreless until the
4:27 mark of the first half when Tracy Ransome
converted for Richmond on a free position shot.
This left the halftime score at 12-1. The Spiders
attempted to make a comeback in the second half
scoring first at the 27:22 mark but JMU answered
back 26 seconds later when Marion again put one
past Richmond's goalkeeper. The Dukes went on
to score seven more limes in the half en route to
the win.
The Dukes next take on the Eagles of American
University on Tuesday.

FIELD HOCKEY
On Friday night senior Sara Perilla was named JMU's
female scholar-athlete of the year. Perilla peformed
exceptionally both on and off the field.
On the field Perilla was a team captain for the nationally-ranked Dukes. She is only the third athlete in school
history to be named to the College Field Hockey Coaches
Association National Academic Squad three times. As a
senior she set school records for assists in a season (21)
and a game (5). Perilla was a member of the U.S. Under23 National Team, earned All-South honors and was a
two-time All-Colonial Athletic Association selection. Perilla
finishes third on the JMU career assists list with 34.
In the classroom Perilla will graduate with a 3.732
grade-point average as a computer science major with a
minor in media arts and design. She has been named to
both the President's List and the Dean's List.

MEN'S TRACK & FIELD

On Saturday the Dukes participated in the Duke
Invitational in Durham, N.C.
In the 800 meter junior Keisha Banks led the
way for the Dukes with a time of 2:09.28, placing
14th in the event. Sophomore Waynitra Thomas
placed 38th with a time of 2:16.48 and senior
Shontya Bready placed 41st with a time of
2:17.80.
In the 1500-meter run develop, junior Suzie
Hutchins placed 24th with a 4:56.61 and freshman Beth Vigliotti finished 26th with a time of
4:58.94.
Senior Bethany Eigel placed sixth in the 3000meter with a time of 9:29.23. Senior Heather
Hanscom ran the event in 10:02.79 placing 11th.
JMU's 4x100-meter relay finished 19th overall
with a time of 49:81.
The Dukes this weekend travel to Knoxville to participate in the Tennesse Invitational.

The Dukes made a strong showing at the Duke
Invitational this past weekend.
Sophomore Matt Thomas placed 23rd in the
800-meter run develop with a time of 1:54.76.
Freshman Chaz Chalkey ran for a time of 1:55.55
and placed 34th.
In the 800-meter run freshman John Fraser placed
44th with a 1:53.09 and sophomore Rob Montgomery finished with a 1:53.73, placing him 58th.
Freshman Scott Wallace finished 58th in the
1500-meter run develop with a time of 4:11.56.
In the 1500-meter run sophomore Ian Scott
placed 38th with a time of 3:56.92.
Freshman Dwight Norris placed 27th with a time
of 54.71 in the 400-meter hurdles.
Sophomore Anthony Wallace turned in a 6.84 meter
performance in the long jump and placed him 24th.
JMU's 4x100 meter relay team finshed fifth in the
event with a time of 41.89.

MEN'S SOCCER

WOMEN'S TENNIS

The men's soccer team announced their awards for
The women's tennis team was defeated by the
Monarchs of Old Dominion University, Friday, 7-2.
the 1999 season.
The loss drops the team to 10-8 overall and 2-4 in
The most valuable offensive player of the year
the CAA.
award went to junior Brandon Wright. Wright led the
The lone singles win for the Dukes was turned in
Dukes in scoring with 11 goals and four assists.
by junior Lauren Dalton. Dalton beat Iva Beli 7-6, 6Wright also ranked among the regional leaders in
3. Dalton improved her singles record to 9-8 on the
goals and points (26).
year.
Sophomore Levi Strayer named the team's most
Other than her win, the Dukes were swept by ODU
valuable defensive player of the year after leading
in singles action.
the defense of a team that posted nine shutouts and
In doubles, JMU was beaten 2-1. The third-doubles
a 1.11 goals-against average.
team of junior Sarah Granson and freshman Shell
Senior Ivar Sigurjonsson and junior Ed Fox were
Grover defeated Beli and Patricia Araujo 8-6. Granco-recipients of the Michael J. Frye Memorial Award.
son and Grover improved their doubles record to 8-5
The award is given every year to the player who best
on the year.
epitomizes the personal characteristics of former
In the other doubles matches, junior Sheri Puppo
JMU soccer player Michael J. Frye.
and Dalton fell to Ana Redeljevic and Julia Sotiriu 9-7,
Junior David Wood was given the 1999 Coaches
in first doubles. Their record falls to 13-4 on the year.
Award. Wood has four goals and eight assists in his
In second doubles, freshman Christy Michaux and
career at JMU.
sophomore Elizabeth Simon lost to Mily Kannarkat
Junior Atle Rognerud was named the team's rookand Camila Rosa 8-4, and dropped to 9-7.
ie of the year after transferring from South Alabama.
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WOMEN'S GOLF
JMU freshmen Meghan Adams and Jessica
Lewis finished first and second respectively on
April 8-9 at the Lady Dukes Invitational.
Sixty-three individuals from 12 schools participated
in the tournament. JMU won the event after a 313323-641 performance. Elon finished 17 strokes
behind the Dukes with a 319-339-658 for second
place. Third place went to Coastal Carolina with a
331-329-660.
Adams had rounds of 72 and 84 to give her first
place with an overall 156. Lewis had rounds of 81
and 79 for a total 159 to take second place. Junior
Maria Zappone tied for ninth place with a score of
81-81-164. Senior Julie Russum had rounds of 79
and 86 for a total of 165 and tied for 11th place.
Junior Kathy Lott tied for 17th after shooting an 8383-166. Junior Jessica Prenzlow shot a 83-91-174
and tied for 35th place. Sophomore Erkia Zwetkow
shot an 88-88-176 and tied for 39th place.
The tournament this weekend was the final regular
season meet this season.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
JMU's women's soccer team announced their
awards for the 1999 season.
Senior Aimee Graham was named the team's
most vauluable offensive player. Graham led the
Dukes in scoring with 18 goals and five assists and
earned All-Mid-Atlantic Region, All-Colonial Athletic
Association and all-region honors.
For the second year in a row, junior Alison Schuch
won the Dukes' most valuable defensive player award.
Schuch anchored a defense that recorded seven
shutouts and a 1.23 goals-against average.
Freshman defensive starter Meredith McClure
was selected as the Dukes' rookie of the year.
The Coaches Award this year went to junior Beth
Burgess, who was an all-conference selection in her
first season as a starter.
Also announced were the team captains for the
2000 season. Sophomores Beth McNamara and
Jamie Miller will serve as the team'^cap.tams,
....
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HORilONS

Employment opportunities
for JMU faculty and students

1-800-729-9230
540-896-7600
FAX 540-896-5455

Camp & Conference Facility

Group & Conference Programs

Email: camp@horizonsva.com
http://wwwcamphorizonsva.com

Our excellent facilities and staff can
make your next outing - outstanding!
Winterized cabins, dining facilities, pool,
western horseback riding, high and low
ropes, mountain biking, rafting, canoeing,
rock climbing, spelunking and more!

Greg Czyszczon
Dir. ol Group <S Conference
Programs

Camp Horizons
3586 Horizons Way
Harrisonburg, VA. 22802

STUDENT STORAGE
Located in City Limits
Fire-retardant units
Fenced and well-lit
City police and fire protection

MINI
STOIMT
Self-Storage

1

-I-

^

NEW
BOOKSTORE!

The bookstore in Warren Hall
needs to expand into its own larger
building. Where should it go?
When do YOU want it? Send
suggestions to StudentQandA@jmu.edu

:

433-1234
Climate Control
Close to JMU

Special Summer Rates for Students

190 E. Mosby Rd.

Harrisonburg
(1 block across from Dukes Plaza)

Where do your Student Fees Go?
Watch SGA allocate student fees
live TUESDAY NIGHT at 5pm. Channel 43.

B

13

._>

**

SGA

3.
..

The Ultimate
Internet Gameshow

FRErcr
Grand Prize $5,000
High Score Month of April

18,000
PEOPLE WILL SEE
THIS SPACE

TODAY

Thousands of
dollars are

won weekly'
Live weeknights ■ 9:00 p.m. est
Play against your friends across the country.
Top IS players place In the money!

Shouldn't your ad be
here?

WWW.CollC9CllllOWledSC.NET
Call 568-6127 for advertising information.

J&Bfeeze

Mi :i. lmiK tM Junes Madison UnltrnH.
romimjnli> r«r o»er 75 yean.
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OIL CHANGE SPECIAL ■

$16.95
Includes filler and up lo 5 quarts of oil
Expires 4/24/00
Offer good with coupon

"■■■:■,

Heish man's

434-5935

BLUE RIDGE TIRE, INC.

Eas( Market ai i^lifhadl
Beside Papa John's

Unlimited

Confucius says

Call 568-6127 today!

TRAX Concert line
(804)295-8729
TRAX is located at 122

11th St Sw
Charlettesuille.VA
www.Trax.rlc.net

Mon April 10: Pat McGee Band CD
Release Party!
Wed April 12: Gran Torino w/Travis
Allison Band
Thurs April 13: Jazz Poet Society w/
11 th Street Band
Friday April 14:Funky Meters
Sat April 15: Battle of the Bands
Thurs April 20: Dark Star Orchestra
Fri April 21: Lake Trout w/ Infectious
Organisms
Sat April 22: Jiggle the Handle
Fri April 28: The Ernies w/ Navel
Sat April 29: Seduction: House, Club,
Trance DJs Spinning
Tues May 2:Friends of Dean Martinez
w/ Supertanker
Wed May 3:Leftover Salmon

!il!M.MWM!Wk*l'MIMill£
Plan 9, Harr isonburg Town a
Campus Records or charge
by phone 1-877-MUSIC77

*

Mfrs

D©nMe
Food b Dru

Wise businessman
advertises with
The Breeze

COMPARE OUR TIRE
PRICES WITH THOSE
BACK HOME!

HOURS:
M-fe8-5
SatV8-2

Up to and Including

I THE

BREEZE

135
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AFC TV
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171 D Ncff Ave.
Behind Valley Mall I

434-4824 1

Now Offering The "LOWEST
Greek" Prices On T-shirts, Sweatshirts,
Long Sleeve Shirts, Cups, Hats, Buttons, Banners, Visors,
And Monoqrams, With No Screen Charges!
Come Down And Design Your Own!!
y\^L^T
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Orde^itil Village
A shuttle?!!! ...You don't need a shuttle to get back and forth be
g Olde Mill Village and JMU...just walk! It's that close! But if
you're a bit on the lazy side, city buses are free an4
~
id convenient
a
right to our door.

fnends don't let friends drive dnmk

©

And about this ethernet stuff...£on't buAtfntb ^^"fiW or "included *,
in the rent" unless you at least pwnsM^fihputer! Duh!

U.S. Department o( Transportation

iBrireeze

ReacNnc ihc Jamo Madbo* IWnnHy "
rnnimuiHlr for OT«T 75 year*.

Are you healthy
and well-groomed?
Your pet should be
too.

v
y

At Olde Mill, you don't pay for ethernet unless you want it, and you
don't pay for a private, phone line unless you want ft. (A group
of four saves over $52/month by sharing a phone!)
,
W.
And as for private, individual bathrooms...pllleeeez!...you're going to
have an interesting adult life if you can't share a bathroom ^^
with someone.
*V
*
y*

KS

-

So get real, and come to the Mill!!
;1

For a limited time, no security deposit!! ♦

We have amenities galore:

Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal* Medical
Surgery • Boarding •
Grooming

433-VETS
498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

• Pedal on the level - no hilla to climb or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Air conditioned & heated with energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus. *
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall.
• Full time management and maintenance.
• No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.
* access provided by NTC

(540)432-9502

I Olde Mill Village
I

11 South Avenue, Suite A
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)

11A South Avenue,
Harrisonburg

Check us out on our web site - www.oldemillvillage.com
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Thursday, April 6

434-8777

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — You can have your dream home this year. Use
experience to inspire bold action and turn fantasy into reality. You may
feel vulnerable in April, but by May, you should know just what to do.
Friends disrupt your status quo in July, and a secret admirer is
inspirational in August. Try not to overspend this winter, by curbing
your natural generosity. Friends provide a needed household item in
February, and a hunch could lead to love in March.

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day,
0 the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)

Today is a 5 — You
. might be a little irritable
P and impatient, so take
'' care. You could make
quite a bit of money, but not if
you're rude to the person who
can give it to you. Do something
that will be profitable, while
remembering your manners.

Today
loda is a 5 — Things
are rtreally moving today,
aJ^Tensi
ensions are high, too.
Quick action is required,
but which way should you turn?
Well, you'd be wise to look in all
directions simultaneously. If you
relax, you could be left behind.

^_ . Today is an 8 — Jupiter,
-Jj^HkM.us and So turn are in
^jWyour sign. Jupiter is
abundance, Mars is
strength, and Saturn is past
experience. The moon will be a
beneficial aspect to them all.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)

AIA

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 — Your
intuition should be on
target. You have a secret
calm about you, too.
Others may be frazzled, while
you cruise along with a serene
demeanor.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)— Today is a 6 —
- ^fr* You could access a lot of

Today is a 7 — You
could profit through an
insider's tip. Keep your
ear to the keyhole. Ask
questions, but don't tell what you
know until you get what you
want.

*^^%j resources. Is the work
that
you're
doing
benefiting somebody else more
than it's benefiting you? You're a
pretty good sport, but don't give
up your share so somebody else
can have more.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

<£ ^ Today is a 7 — You
. 0 should be more confl
dent and assertive. You
could get the support
you need from friends, too. If you
want something, just let them
know. They'll come up with
good ideas.

Today is a 7 — Expect a
lot of activity today. It's
nervous energy, so
practice your meditation.
You want to make sure nobody's
representing you or spending
your money recklessly.

fk

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 — A couple
of interesting things are
going on in your life. A
secret admirer may help
you advance your career. Your
good relationship with the boss'
secretary, for example, could
help you get your foot in the
door to make the big sale.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 — Friends
are the key to your
success today. Other
people's money comes
in handy, too. Don't worry about
it. If you can figure out how
much is needed, others will help
you get it. Meanwhile, plan a
little vacation to avoid burnout.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 6 — You're
trying to fix things for
other people, but don't
shortchange yourself.
You need time to fix a few things
at home, too. Taking care of
others is important, especially
now. Your job could depend
on it.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is an 8 — This
,#"|»v could be a fun day. A

yi^l'subject you've studied
'1'

I / I
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Wednesday, April 5 at 9pm

THE A

Coffeehouse

Splatt Jazz

HariKort*"1' ,

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

ArtfU
Dodger

Kelly Mae Brown

Call For Info

433-9189

.

, ...- H -

Wednesday, April 5
Square
Theater

jjj-

. > I

432-1179

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Today's crossword brought to you by Court Square
ACROSS
Make a choice
Partner of to?
Business case
Holiday singer
Bloated
Malign
Actress Alfre
Fervent
Tiny amount
Junket
Prepare
Son of Seth
Conk out
John's Yoko
Bridal netting
Changing the
color of
34 HMO employee
36 Lucy's husband
38 Corporate image
39 Short trousers
42 Needle case
45 Arena cheers
46 Border shrubbery
50 Toady
52 Buckeye State
54 Pension $
55 " Doubtfire"
56 Egyptian
Christian
58 Computer's
movable
indicator
60 Toothpaste
container
62 Heavy cord
64 Flightless fowl
65 Artillery fire
67 Accuse a public
official
69 Search or fire
followers
70 Hunt call
71 African flies
72 Even one
73 Drunkard

1
4
7
14
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
25
27
29
30
32

DOWN
1 Stop-sign shape
2 Societal
newcomer
3 Backstabber
4 Contagious
malady, briefly
5 Say by rote
6 Nabisco cookie

1

■

?

14

4

h

8

°

15

■ ■
■

1/

?9

3b

■[^■■■■■08
4?

43

44

50

■

II
II
II

' ■"<,
60

61

66

m

21
24
26
28
31
33
35
37
40
41
42
43
44

Egyptian dam
Deuce
Cute foot
Ray of "God's
Little Acre"
Chilean-born
pianist Arrau
Shad kin
Come to a
conclusion
Racetrack
figures
Long-range lens
Level
Norse Zeus
Creative drive
Concept
Otherwise
Low wooden
platform
Cummerbund
Therefore: Lat.
Old pronoun
"A Nightmare on
Street"
Clan patterns
Groundswell

«
41

■ 46
b3

■ •.*•
163

1r
f

■

4/

48

49

U

69

II
66

■

Answers to last weeks puzzle

47 Causes to lose
57 Squeeze
enthusiasm
59 Virginia dance
48 One of the Marx
61 Manchester man
Brothers
63 Pocketed bread?
49 Hearing range
65 Wager
51 Huge numbers
66
-whiz!
53 "The _ Cometh" 68 Layer

could start to make

learned to make some more

— Tribune Media Services

■
■

3/

sense. You'll use what you
money, too. Spend as much time
as you can with somebody you
like a lot.

13

33
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71
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11

*

40

6b

15

-
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12
13

"
?6

31

30

34

11

21

?4

?3

7
8
9
10

1

30

19

10

9

'

JOIN THE GRAPHICS STAFF
call Ryan at x6749
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DO YOU AGREE WITH RUSS?
Come talk about it tonight ...
8pm GRAFTON STOVALL
Check out TDU OPEN MIC NIGHT Tuesday 8:30-10:30
Express your opinions Thursday night on the COMMONS

PARIS

Don't miss your chance to experience
Paris first-hand! Limited spaces are
still available for the Semester in
Paris program for Fall 2000.
Applications are still being accepted
for Paris for Spring 2001.
For more information, contact the
Office of International Programs at
568-6419, international@jmu.edu,
www.jmu.edu/international

Every time a company makes
a product, they also use energy

and natural resources. Every
time you make a purchase, you
could save some ol that energy
and those resources. 'Cause
when you buy durable and
reusable products, there's less
to throw away. And less lo
replace. For a Free shopping
guide, please call

l-800-CALL-EDF.

BUY SMART.
WASTE LESS
SAVE MORE
EDF

vww.t'df org
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SSLHIBS
FOR RENT

Hunter's Ridge
2 Bedroom. 2 Bath Units
5 Bedroom Loft Unit
Now Available
4 Bedroom Condos Available
Si,u I inn at $210 per person
10 month leases
4 Bedroom TOWNHOUSE
Funkhouser ft Associates
Property Management, Inc.

434-5150

MADISON MANOR TOWNHOUSE
4 bedroom, (umished or
unfurnished unit.
$200/person.
Funkhouser 4 Associate*
Property Management

434-5150
St0rilng0offcMmpu3houttng.com
Hunter's Ridge - 4 bedroom. 2
bath, top door condo. lurnished.
new paint, new living room carpet,
washer/dryer and dishwasher
replaced in 1997. Family
managed. 10 month lease.
$210/bedroom. parties o( 4 only.
Call owner at 568-2036 and leave
message or 757-481-0162.

Mikc@ojfcajnpusliousing.com
Candice@oJJcampushousing.com

2 Bedroom • Hardwood doors,
basement, High Street. 433-2126.

3, 4, or S, BR Units Available Furnished or.unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate. Inc. 54CM33-9576.

1 PERSON

Mt. View Drive Townhouse - 5
bedrooms.' furnished, walking
distance. $190 - $230/mo. 1 year
tease (8/00 - 8/01). washer/dryer.
703450-5008.
Nags Head Summer Rental S300/person/month. 6 students.
757^219091.
Nice 5 Bedroom, 3 Bath Condo with below market rent. Please
call
434-4424
or e-mail
unvrlty@gte.net (or details,
www. university realty, com

Olde Mill Village
Uenlals - by the room,
by Ihc apartment
See Ron for . .

•«p«iJ.i. M Manga ^.p~"r

432-9502
li'lliil'.f>i</rilll//l>lll<H/e.( mil

Looking (or a Place to Live?
www.housingl01.net...Your move
off campus! Search (or apartments.
Free roommate sublet listings.

Rent Entire Floor of Townhouse

$300
Funkhouser A Associates
Property Management
4345150
Mikeeotfcampushousing.com

Summer Sublet ■ any or all
months. Ashby Crossing. Call
Mansa. 437 5958.

Roommate Wanted - for 2000
2001 school year. Apartment in
Madison Manor, male or (emale.
non-smoker preferred. K interested.
call Marc at 438-1682.

llarb kudwull al 540 564 5695.

FOR SALE

S Fundraiser 5 - Open to student
groups and organizations. Earn $5
per MC app. We supply all
materials at no cost. Call for info
or visit our website. 1 800-932
0528 x65. www.ocmconcepts.com

4 Bedroom, 2 Bath - (urnished,
College Station. W/D, G/D,
D/W. microwave. August. $840.
867-9375.

Summer Sublease - Ashby
Crossing, cheap rent. Call Daniel.
4375887.

3 - 4 BR HOUSE • Old S. High
St reel. 8550 - 8650/mo.

SterUng9oftcemputhouslng.com

434-5150

COLLEGE STATION - 4 UK
3 BR TOWNHOUSE -

Large bedrooms. 3 floors.
Ck»c lo eampus.
PLACE - Very nice
furnished 4 BR. wuler Included.
8185/penon
8 BR HOUSE - Duplex. 411K on
each side. W/D. new carpel. June
or Aufi lease, 8200/person
Kiln. Ra.lty

3 Rooms Available - South View,
great view, private baths, available
starting May. Rent negotiable. Call
Kate. 437 2333.

UNIVERSITY

438 8800

Summer Sublease - or through
2001. 2 BR, 2 bath, fully
furnished, clean, nice. Act last!
574-4697.

S Bedroom House ■ Elizabeth
Street. Large private lot. pets
welcome. Call 568-3068.

J-M Apartments

House Apartments

2000-2001

South Mason Street
2 Bedroom Apartment
Available in House

4 BR apt. $680/mo.
oi $170/person, W/D, D/W,
AC, Large Rooms
All apts. near Cantrell Bridge
One of the closest complexes to JMU!
Kline Realty
Property Management

Layman Avenue
2 Bedroom Apartment
Available.' Close to
campus.
Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management, Inc.
434-5150

4384800

CarliioJJcampushousing.com

Birthday Party Hosts
Urspon.sihililk*s include |>m\ UIMIJ;
iiciivltlcji and supervising children.
Al k-Msl one year wurk experience
in developing and managing
children's programs preferred.
CPU eerlllieallon Is required.

"Penthouse" Room Available summer 2000. $235. rent
negotiable, near Anthony Seeger.
574-0770.

Student Rentals
2000 - 2001

Townliouse. (unilshed. 6225/prrson

RMH
Wellness Center

Country Club Court Townhouse
4 BR. (umished or unfurnished unit.
Jacuzzi available.
$200 ■ $250/person.
Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management
4345150
SterllngOoftcampushouslng.com

VW Cabrio 1996 -15.000 miles, like
new. $16,000. 4333153.

Hunter's Ridge - 4 bedroom
condo. $230/bedroom. Landlord
pays electric, telephone, and
water bills. 298*984.

Street, $550 - $650/mo.

Village Lane Townhouse - 5
bedroom, rent negotiable. Walk to
class. 43J3807.

University Court Townhouse
4 BR (urnished townhouse. 3
floors with unfurnished basement.
$240 per person.
Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management

College Station - rooms to rent
from $200 $220. Call Adam
Greene. 4384104.

New and Newly Furnished - large
1 bedroom apartments close to
main campus lor summer and (all
2000 school year. Full size, eat-in
kitchens and large living room.
High-quality, extensive new
(urnishings. Liberty Square
Apartments (under new ownership)
433-1744.

3 BR HOUSE - Old S. High

Apartmorrt tor Rent - Duke Gardens,
only one block (rom the quad. 3
bedrooms. 2 1/2 baths, fully
(umished, washer/dryer. Call Carl at
Funkhouser & Assoc. 434 5150.

Beer, Wine Making, Kegerators,
Gats - 432€799. Bluestone Cellars.
downtown Harrisonburg.

Properly Management
Call Anytime!

2 BR apt. $400/mo.
or $200/person

Almost New Largo 1 Bodrooms All appliances. Available August
17. $395 - $415. 433-1569.

Large 2 Bedroom Apartment washer/dryer, A/C, 1.5 bathrooms.
10 month leases available.
Several Largo Houses ■ available.
4, 5. 7, 8 bedrooms all with W/D,
D/W. Many with 10 month lease
available. Call 564 2659 or see
www. cas tteproperty. com.

For Ront - 4 bedrooms, house,
campus 1/2 mile, quiet. $200
$220. 703-534-1465.

4/5 Bedroom, 3 1/2 Bath - air.
pool, (urnished. 1134 Mt. View.
4332126.

2 Bedroom House - Next to
campus. W/D. available July 1.
$725. 433-1569.

4 Bedroom Townhouse - lor
singles or group.
Awesome
landlord! Call 43&1104.

Large One Bedroom Apartments good location, available June 1 or
July 1. $340. No pets. 43J1569.

3 BR Townhouse - University
Court. July, washer/dryer, no pets.
3 BR University Place - washer/
dryer. 2 baths, extra nice. July.
2 BR University Place - 2 baths,
washer/dryer. Call 432-6993.
University Place • 3 bedrooms. 2
bath. $240. Call 434-8395 or
5745251.
5 Bedroom Loft - best location in
town, on bus route. Some utilities
paid. Must see 4426565.
Roommates Needed - (or large
house. Call Chris. 801 8542.
Room 1420 Crawford • private
entrance, bath, graduate student
preferred. $190 434 2812.
University Place - Furnished. 3
bedroom, water furnished. $230.
4321494.
3 Bedroom House - Quiet location,
available 8/17/00, W/D. $675.
4331569.
B or 4 Bedroom - 3 baths, furnished
or unfurnished townhouse, W/D,
D/W, G/D. A/C. walking distance.
Available August. Price negotiable,
8679375.
Summer Sublease! Squire Hill
townhouse, May • July. Large
bedroom, private bath, pets
allowed, pool on site, brand new
appliances. Call Kama for details,
433-6878.

Student Housing for Sale - Houses,
townhouses,
condominiums.
University Realty. 434-4424.
www.university-realty.com. E-mail
unvrlty@gte.net. 1-800-JMU-4558.
Swlmsuiti. Shorts, Tops, Sandals,
Morel Gift & Ihritt. 227 N. Main.
Guitar for Sale ■ Fender Strato
caster. Mmt condrbon. Cal 438-1104.
7 Foot Telavlslonl Kenwood
Stereo! Professional Yamaha 12"
speakers. 432 9952.
BMX Mongoose Expert Pro - good
condition, asking $150, o.b.o.
438-1274.

HELP WANTED
$1,500 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free info. Call
2024525901.
Will Pay Cash - for used or
damaged electronics, VCRs, TVs, home
and car stereo, PlayStations, etc.
Call Mike's Electronics. 434«800.
Dance Instructor Positions available for summer and fall.
Studio/Academy setting. Experience
preferred.

Summer Camp
in Sante Fe, NM
Currently hiring Fencing &
Archery instructors for this
summer. Employment
6/4 thru 84. Salary, room,
board, travel allowance
and certification bonus.
Minimum age 19.
800-722-2843 - Scott Rice
E-mail: brc@nmfiber.com
www. brushranchcamps. com

Water Safety Instructor (WSI)
While upholding the mission of
Ihc American Ued Cross. Ihc
WSI will be responsible lo leach,
conduct, and evaluate swim
courses. Must have current CI'R
and WSI certifications. Kor
additional information contact

Application* can be obtained
at the front desk of the
RMH Wellness Center.

Painters - Summer Positions Richmond's west end, full time,
bonus! 804 527-9668.
Pool - Town of TlmbervHle - FT/PT
summer managers, lifeguards,
concession stand & grounds
maintenance. Application deadline
April 28. EOE. Call 540896-7058.
Sophomore or Junior Preferred Business
major
to
work
immediately on Fridays &
Saturdays and full time in summer
at local business. Could lead to
full
time
employment
at
graduation. Possible living facility
furnished. Send brief resume to
Box 735, Dayton, VA or phone
434 0143 after 5 p.m.
Aquatics ■ Now hiring for all
positions. Community Pool Mgr.
Supv. and lifeguarding in Northern
Virginia. Call now! 1S0O3165433.
Get Publishedl Get Paid!
mamcampus com seeks students
for stories ranging from politics/
sex/culture/opinions. $25 per
story!
E-mail
us
at
earn@imamcampus.com.
Congressional Camp In Falls
Church - needs a qualified staff
lo work June 19 - August 25.
Call 703 533 9711 or e-mail
campdir@congress;ona/schools.o(g.
Tennis Coaches Needed - at U.S.
summer children's sports camps in
Northeastern U.S. If you en|oy tennis
and love kids then check us out! We
offer salary, complete travel, room,
board, and your U.S. summer work
visa. Call 8004946238 or e-mail
yobs@greafcampjobs.com.
http://www.greatcampiobs.com
Wanted - Some girl who is amitious
and wants to go into real estate
part-time. For more information
call 564 2558 after 5 p.m.
Staying In the Burg this Summer?
Two positions available: sales
person and delivery person lor
local furniture store. 433-0909.

Travel Out West!
Summer internship.
Excellent experience. Average
first summer. $7,000. Only
selecting independent and
sharp students. Come to
information session
Tuesday. April 11, Taylor 302
at 5 p.m. or 6:30 p.m or
contact tepperkePjmu.edu.
SSS Summer Cash SSS ■ Student
business management/sales
position with national firm. Pays
$10 - $12 ♦ commission. Available
to Soph. Jr, & Sr. only, for info, go
to http://www.jablon.com
Summer Day Camp Staff - Now
hiring: Sports Camp Dir.. Sr.
Counselors for teen travel camp.
Jr. and Sr. Counselors for
preschool and elementary camps.
Specialists: Music. Cooking.
Sports. Science. Arts & Crafts. Sr.
Counselor for arts camp. Four 2week sessions: June 26 ■ August 18.
9 a.m. 1 p.m. or 3 p.m. daily Call
Beth Greenburg. 703-323-0880.
x27. E mail BethG@jccnv.prg.
Jewish Community Center of
Northern Virginia. 8900 Little River
Turnpike. Fairfax, VA 22031.

WANTED
Wanted to Buy Women's
Mountain Bike - Call Barbie.
8966220.

SERVICES
Damage? Don't Lose Your
Security Deposit - because of
small damage. Call Odd Jobbers.
we'll fix anything! Doors, windows,
holes in walls. Free estimates.
4325678.

NOTICE
r-'tw more iiilormjlKHi and
assistance regarding lite
IIIVCMIIMIHHI oi financing btwinau
opportunities. ciMiiacI ilie
Bellei Business Buieau. In,

I-XOO-5.VV5501

PERSONALS
Adoption - Loving, childless couple
wishes lo adopt an inlant. II you're
considering adoption tor your baby,
call collecl. 301 3400397.

Subscriptions to
The Breeze
Are Available!
For only $30 for third class mail
or $75 for first
class mail, you can
receive a full year ol
The Breeze'
'.. Please send your name,
address & money to:
The Breeze
James Madison University
Anthony Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
Harrisonburg. VA 22807

There are only 4 Breeze issues left this semester.
Hurry up and place your classified ad today!
aV.VaY. >%\mV*YAY*YAV*VAVA\
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©2000 Domino's Para, LLC. Domino's' Domino's Piaa and the

1 LARGE Chicken Grill
$ 10.99
2nd Chicken
Grill
$7.99
for a limited time

Port Rd./Valley Mall
22 Terri Drive

433-3111
t

!

Offcr MM w*h coupon ■% VbW at partfctpatl^

Off.r NlkJ with coupon oiu, Valid at putickMti^

DOUBLE
TROUBLE

modular looo are registered iradtmarta ol Domino's Pan PMC. Inc All M^m«MlMrilM^(Mav«WNRlma|MAUMMMlW«»MpMriMi4liaM

LARGE
\

2 LARGE j Large One
Cheese j Topping
rr
|3
°
Pizzas ! J

99 i

Not valid with I
any other offer!
xx/i «n» <ro oo *n »«i ***» w*

O/frr nltdwIU. coupon onfe V*iU at parOcfaU^

JMU/ s Main w EMU
31 Miller Circle

433-2300
„"**" MM —"■ —T
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MEDIUM TWO
TOPPING PIZZA
&Breadsticks
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fr "tin j pirtlr^li

Wings and
Breadsticks
10 Wings,
Breadsticks
&
& aa Coke
Coke
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$7 49 |!j $7 99j!j $7 991
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